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The Maine Campus

Friday
September 27, 1991

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPE

R SINCE 1875

•Elections

Vol. 109 No. 9

Unofficial Student Senate result

By Kim Dineen

s in

wnte-in candidates.
part."
Staff Writer
Voter turnout lagged behind last
Ten fraternity and sorority memyear's figures, but the turnout over
- bers were elected as offThe General Student Senate recampus
all was more impressive than man
y senators. Until this year,
lease!the unofficial results in yest
two seats
er- previous elections, acco
rding to were delegated for
day'selection for new senators. The
representatives
se Stavros Mendros, GSS pres
ident.
from Greek houses. Now, Gre
results will become official at
ek
3:30
"Less than five percent of the
candidates run for general off-cam
p.m.today,unlessacomplaintisfille
d. off-campus population voted,"
said pus seats; they have no
GSS will consist of42 senators
GSS seats
, Mendros. "More people should
get reserved specifically for
16ofthose seats will be filled by onthem any
involved to help us decide what
to longer.
campus students,22 by off-cam
pus do with GSS'$400,000."
"Nothing in our constitution or
students, and the final four by Uni"In ourelection,there was a large
by-laws states that we have to hold
versity College (Bangor Cam
pus) amount of voters; it's
disappoint- two seats for Greek
students living off-campus.
members," said
ing,"said Brent Littlefield,GSS vice
- Bill Reed,chairman ofFair Elec
A total of 487 students voted
tion
president. "The legislature ofGSS
is Practices Commission.'Th
yesterday: 302on-campus stud
e
regi
ents, just as important the exec
sutives.
trar considers them off-campu
184 off-campus students, and one
s stuAs for on-campus voting patdents; that's the reasoning we used
University College student.
:AP
terns, Stewart Commons boas
ted to change it."
The senators from the UniversiMic
helle Morrow strolls in the
the highest number with 139 vote
rain by the Union.(Baer pho
rs;
ty College represent the 911 stu"If people don't vote, then they
to.)
Cumberland had the highest num
- shouldn't complain about
dents attending the college who live
sena
te."
ber out of the residence halls; 68
said Littlefield. "If they really
offthe Orono campus;Bangorcam
want
- people from Cumberland
voted in a to complain, then
pus does not house any students
they should run •Substance Abuse Awareness
. three-candidate race.
for senate."
Approximately 1.500 students atWells Commons, which is no
"If you don't think that student
tend the University (liege; the
longer in service, had the worst ongovernment does anything," said
rest live on the Orono c\inpus and
campus turnout, with 30 voters.
Mendros,"do what I did and run for
can only represent the resi nce halls
Hancock, Corbett, and Hart resi
- office."
in which they live.
dents voted there.
In effect then,one student elect"The largest single segment of
ed four senators; all ofthose elec
Results of election
ted voters was Greeks."said Litt
lefield.
from the University College wer
e "This shows a lot ofinterest
on page 6
on their

October is Substance
Abuse Awareness
month at UMaine

By Mike McLaughlin

•Campus crime

lion ups chances ofrecovering'

By Michael Reagan

Substance Abuse Services. Dr.
Dana said they "design a treatmen
t
just for them." He believes just
as
October is Substance Abuse
no two people are the same,no two
Awareness month and the Universubstance abuse problems are
the
sity of Maine is leading the figh
t same either.
against the use and abuse of drug
s
Dr. Dana said he does not beand alcohol.
lieve in giving college students
Substance Abuse Services
lectures about their problems. He
(SAS),located in Cutler Ilealth Cen
- talks to students "adult to
adult"
ter, has been in existence on cam
- and together they decide what
treatpus since 1985 and has grown to be
ment would he best.
the largest and most active subDr. Dana and his associates are
stance abuse service available at
very enthusiastic about Substanc
e
any Maine university,according to
Abuse Awareness month and hav
e
Robin Hatch,consortia college cobeen doing a lot of work in prepaordinator at SAS.
ration for it. They hope to bring the
Dr. Robert Dana is the direcvariety of programs offered year
tor of SAS and has been with the
round by SAS to the attention of
all
program since it began. He said
UMaine students.
many college students abuse
Wayne Beyea, special events
drugs and alcohol because of the
coordinator for SAS, said,
"complicated environment" they
"Reaching the off campus envi
live in.
ronment is difficult, but we wan
t
-College students have to deal
to reach both on and off campus
with a lot of stress and expectations
students." He said many proand see drugs and alcohol as way
s grams to achieve awaren
ess
of expressing themselves," Dan
a among all 'Maine students
are
said.
already in progress.
"Students don't develop their
SAS is in the process of meeting
own skills when they rely on alco
- with every residence hall,
going
hol," he said.
into classrooms, working with the
He explained that when a per- off
campus board,and placing artison begins to abuse a substance he
cles in the "Commuter Chronicle"
or she does damage to themselves
in order to better convey their mes
as well as their family,friends,and
sage.
environment.
Beyea said that one of the foAs a result ofsubstance abuse,
cuses ofthe upcoming month is on
Dr. Dana said many students begiving students"alternative choi
ccome sexually violent, experies" to drugs and alcohol.
ence failure in relationships and
"During the week students
in academics, and begin drunk
build up a lot ofstress and the tim
e
driving.
they release this is on the weekWhen a person with a substanc
e
Sec SAS on page 3
abuse problem seeks help fro
m
Staff Writer

bikes

Staff Writer
For many University of Maine
students, once their bike is stolen,
it's a lost cause.
But last week a llMaine student
had her eyes open and saw her
stolen bike. She was able to identify the bike as hers and got it back
.
The woman, who reported the
loss of the bike last April, was
walking by the bike rack near Litt
le
Hall when she recognized it. She
informed Officer Robert Faerber,
who was in the area about the bike
,
and was able to give such an accu
rate description of it that Faer
ber
said it appeared that it was her bike
.
According to Faerber. a person
who had repaired the bike at a bike
shop also identified it as the woman's.
The present owner,Tan Drang,
ofOrono, appeared and was questioned about proof of ownership.
The bike was impounded until the
owner could give verification.
-Since the[present]owner did not
have any receipts after being given 24
hours, we released the bike to her [the
past owner]," Faerher said.
"It was a one in a million chance,it
wassomething you dream of,"he said.
But most UMaine students are
not so lucky.
Many students go to the Department of Public Safety to re- Officer Scott Welch stands
next to the many unclaimed
bicycles the Department of Public Saf
Sec BIKES page 15
ety has recovered in the pas
t
year.(Baer photo.)
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NewsBriefs

• Zaire establishes curfew as riots continue
• Charges filed against infant's rapist

•Student protest

•Civil unrest

Black students disrupt lectures in
support of maintenance workers

At least 40 killed as unpaid troops
continue rioting in the Congo

CAPE TOWN,South Africa (AP) — Black stude
nts set up burning street barricades, barged into lecture halls and danced on table
s today in a bid to shut down classes
at a predominantly white university.
About 100 black students temporarily disrupted lectu
res as they ran from class-to-class at
the University of Cape Town. But the protesters were
unable to close down the school as they
did Wednesday in a show of support for striking
maintenance workers.
The dean ofthe Arts Faculty,John Cartwright,suffe
red slight leg bums when he caught fire
while trying kick a flaming fire away from a barri
cade.
About 300 university workers, mostly maintenanc
e personnel,went on strike Tuesday after
rejecting a 13.5 percent pay raise offer. South Afric
a's annual inflation rate is 15 percent.
The university called off classes Wednesday amid
student threats to disrupt classes.
Thursday morning,the black students erected burni
ng barricades at mostentrances tocampus,
overturned garbage cans and marched across the
university grounds singing protest songs.
They barged into lecture halls,chanting and shout
ing at students,danced on desks and wrote
"war" on the chalkboard. They also sprayed stude
nts with water and foam from fire hydrants.
University administrators say they recognize the
workers:right to strike and that ofstudents
to support them.
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•Students protest in support of striking workers

"But nobody is entitled to use violence or coerc
ion to stop others from working or others
from studying," said the university's principal and
vice chancellor, Stuart Saunders.

BRAZZAVILLE,Congo(AP)— At least40people in Zaire have been killed
in four
days of rioting led by unpaid troops,and the death toll could be as high as 100,a French
relief group said Thursday. More violence was reported in four provincial cities.
The embattled government of President Mobutu Sese Seko declared a dusk -to-daw
n
curfew in Kinshasa and adopted an emergency food plan to get provisions to the ransa
cked
capital, official Zaire radio reported.
The first U.S. evacuation flight was scheduled Thursday for some of the estimated
3500
Americans, two-thirds of them missionaries, living in the('entral African country.
Some U.S.
nationals,including missionaries and Peace Corps volunteers,reportedly flew out Wedn
esday night.
"There is nothing left in Kinshasa. All the stores have been pillaged. all the facto
ries burned.
all the villas owned by Europeans emptied," said Claude Pousache, one of 241 evacu
ees who
arrived in Paris this morning.
"There are people who were attacked in their homes and who lost even
the shoes on their
feet," he said.
Other Europeans who escaped the chaos told of killings,rape and looti
ng by Zairean troops,
joined by civilians.
France and Belgium, which sent hundreds of troops to Zaire to assist
in the evacuation
effort,reiterated calls Wednesday for Mobutu,who has ruled Zaire
for 26 years,to move toward
multiparty democracy.
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•Federal government

Anti-crime bill passes
WASHINGTON(AP)— The HouseJudiciary
Committee today approved a comprehensive anti-crime
bill
that would ban some assault-style weapons,expa
nd the
federal death penalty and beef up patrols by local
police.
The $1.1 billion anti-crime package was appr
oved by a
voice vote after Democrats rejected a
series of Republican
amendments to ease further the standard
on imposing the
death penalty.
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash.,
told reporters
that the full House would debate the meas
ure next month.
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•Execution

Killer's appeals lead to
two landmark rulings
JACKSON, Ga. (AP) — Police killer
Warren
McCleskey was executed early Wednesda
y. He had
dodged the death penalty for 13 years with
appeals that
led to two landmark Supreme Court rulin
gs.
McCleskey died in Georgia's electric chair
at 3:13 a.m.
EDT Wednesday.
Federal Judge J. Owen Forrester late Tues
day refused to
stop the execution. However,he delayed
it until early Wednesday to allow the Ilth Circuit Court of Appe
als to review his
decision rejecting arguments that a state
parole official rejudged McCleskey's clemency plea. The
execution initially
had been set for 7 p.m. Tuesday.
McCleskey, who is black, was sentenced
to die for the
1978 shooting death of white Atlanta polic
e officer Frank
Schlatt during a furniture store robbery.

4

•Entertainment honors

Henson gets famed star

•Scientific research

Jackson Laboratory may Teenag
receive $9 million grant raping er charged with
6-month-old
BAR HARBOR(AP)—Jackson
Laboratory officials hope a $9 million federal grant
to help rebuild
from a devastating fire soon will allow
the research
center to breed laboratory mice at previ
ous levels.
The award from the National Instit
utes of Health follows
a $9.5 million grant from the N1H last
year, Jackson Laboratory announced.
N11-1 awarded the money because it
considers Jackson Laboratory, which supplies scientist worldwide
with research mice,a
"unique national resource," according to a
laboratory statement
Jackson Laboratory mice are used to
study cancer, AIDS,
diabetes,arthritis,Lupusand other disea
ses. More than 400,000
specially-bred mice died in the fire in
May 1989.
Laboratory Director Kenneth Paig
en said restoring
the supply of research mice has been
a top priority since
the fire.
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WS ANGELES(AP) — "Muppets" creat
or Jim
Henson was honored posthumously Tues
day with a
star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Actress Daryl Hannah,comedian Ruth Buzzi
and "Barney
Miller" star Hal Linden joined 200 people for
the Hollywood
Boulevard unveiling on what would have been
Henson's 55th
birthday. Henson died in May 1990.
"If Jim were here, he would have said, 'This
is neat'"
Henson's longtime agent and friend Berni
e Brillstein said
The accidental fire cause $32 million in
damage to the lab
Henson is best known for his Enuny-winnin
g TV series and affected $700 million in research by
eliminating an
"The Muppet Show."
estimated 20 percent of the world's
laboratory mice.

5

•Rape

PORTLAND(AP)— A teen-age boy
was charged
with raping a6-month-old girl
who was in his care for
30 minutes, police said.
The baby-sitter had asked tier
boyfriend to stay with the baby.
said Sgt Stephen PIympton of
the Portland police:11r mother v,.a
in jail on heroin trafficking char
m when the incident happened.
The 17 -year-old juvenile was
expected to be arraigned
Thursday on charges of gross
sexual assault, unlawful sexual
contact and assault, authoritie
s said. He was being held in the
Androscoggin County Jail.
After the baby-sitter returned
following the incident, she
noticed the baby was bleeding
from the genital area.
"There was obviously some
thing wrong," Plympton said
He said the suspect was tryin
g to"take care ofthe blood" when
his girlfriend returned.
The baby-sitter brought
the infant to Maine Medical
('enter and called police, who
arrested the boy. The baby was
listed in fair condition at the
hospital and was expected to
he
kept there through the week
end.
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•Faculty addition

New professor intemsted in

By Jennifer Monaha

n

rural Maine,social work issues

project.
Volunteer Writer
Butler found The Peace Corps
to
be
a
wonderful experience.
I orating South Ann
ex may not
While in The Peace Corps Butler
be an easy task, but it's
well worth it dec
ided to get her Masters deg
when you find people
ree in
there like Social
Work.She acquired her Mas
Sandra Butler.
ters in 1985 from Washingto
Butler is a new assistant
n
Uni
profes- versity in
Si Louis, Missouri.
sor of Social Work here
at the UniButler has worked in North
versity of Maine.
Carolina with battered women
Originally from Buffalo,
and
with
New an agency that
gives financial assisYork, Butler has spent tim
e study- tance to
the poor.
ing and working in variou
s parts of
Butler then went on to get
the United States.
her
Doctorate in Social Welfar
Butler received her underg
e
fro
m
radu- the Universit
y of Washington in
ate degree in Human Eco
logy from Seattle,
Washington.
Carlton College in Northfiel
d, MinAlthough she feels very new
nesota. She then went to
work for here,she
doesn't find the campus to
The Maine Organic Far
mers and be ove
rwhelming in size.
Gardeners Association.
"I haven't seen it all, but
While living in Penobscot,
I've
Maine, • made my way
around with a map,"
she apprenticed at an organi
c farm she said.
and fell in love with Mai
ne. After
When asked what attracted
leaving the farm, she worked
her
for the back to Mai
ne,Butler, who teaches
Home-workers Organized for
More at the gradua
te level, said she was
Employment in Orland, Mai
ne.
inte
rest
ed
in
com
ing back to a more
HOME. is a social ser
vice rural area and
gett
ing back to rural
agency which organizes isol
ated ru- social work
issu
es.
ral people into being econom
ically
"I commend the social work proindependent. Butler was inv
olved gram here and
am very impressed Sandra Butler, an assistant professor
in working with adult basic
of Social Work at UMaine
educa- by the stre
, has had various experi
ngth
of the faculty and working with the Peace Corps in Jam
tion in H.O.M.E.
ences like
aica and apprenticing
their concern with the issue
at
pho
an organic farm in Maine.
to.
)
of pluShifting gears somewhat,
(Boyd
she ralism," Butler
said.
signed up for The Peace Cor
ps and
"1 like the fact that there
was stationed in Jamaica wor
Butler, a feminist herself,
are
king some strong fem
said
"I was impressed by the studen
inists in the depart- she felt she could
on a rural community develo
ts
Butler's goals are to be a goo
learn a lot from in the pro
pment ment," she said
d
gram,with their brightness,
.
the faculty
teacher and to continue her
research
maturity and interest," Butler
said.
on homelessness and poverty.

October is Substance Abuse
end," Beyea said.
Many students see alcoho
l as
the only way to relieve this
stress
and excessive weekly drinking
soon
becomes a habit, according
to Beyea.
In order to break this hab
it
SAS and MaineBound are
bringing the "Adventure Altern
ative"
program to UMaine studen
ts on
Fridays in October.This pro
gram
is designed to get students
more
interested and involved in
recreational activities.
If fraternity and sorority mem-

Awareness month

bers would like to express
their
views on substance abuse the
y will
have their chance at the "Sp
eak
Ups" scheduled for Wednes
days
in October.
Richard Kochis, substance
abuse specialist, works with
fraternity and sorority member
s at
the "Speak Ups" and said
these
events "give members a goo
d opportunity to address their
concerns."
Also during Substance Abu
se
Awareness month other col
leges
in Maine will have the opport
u-

from page 1
nity to learn from the sub
stance
abuse program at the Univer
sity
of Maine. Two college pre
vention consortium meetings
are
scheduled for October 7 and
October 17.
Hatch, who works with staf
f
members of various colleges to
help
them develop their own sub
stance
abuse programs, said "Very
few
universities have the staff capa
bilities in their substance abuse
programs. Most only have one per
son."
Substance Abuse Services als
o
has many films,discussions,
meet-
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ings,demonstrations, and trai
ning
sessions planned for Substa
nce
Abuse Awareness month.The
y are
currently finalizing a calend
ar of
events for the month which
will
soon be available to studen
ts, faculty, and staff.
Dr. Dana and the staff at SA
S
hope students take advant
age of
the programs offered this mon
th
as well as the wide array of
SAS
programs which are contin
ually
offered throughout the year.
"Substance abuse is not a one
week or one month problem.
It is

a problem through the
whole
year," Dana said. He urges
students not to forget about
substance abuse after the mon
th is
over because it is a proble
m that
is always there and Sub
stance
Abuse Services is there all
year
to lend the helping han
d substance abusers so often nee
d.
The program provides ser
vices such as prevention,
educational programming, stu
dent,
staff, and faculty training,
consultation, referral, assess
ment,
and treatment.

New Releases
this week at

Dr. Records
Red Hot Chili Peppers Lloy
d Cole
Little Feat
Rickie Lee Jones
Bryan Adams
Van Morrison
p.

Dr. Records 20 Main St. Or
ono 866-7874
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•Psychology

Studyofsk:ep patirms

By Mimi Reynolds

UM pffiessor upin morning

again looking for changes in slee
ping with other professors is appealing and
patterns as a function of age and
relat- the comfortable sun-ounding
in the
ing it to the growth of Ur cortex.
psychology department also makes it
Being a teacher and researcher
Her research will be directed at
at the University of Maine for
easy to discuss her work with others in
four
helping to identify early indicators
of related fields, Hayes said.
years, Marie Hayes has acc
om- neuro-developmental han
dicaps.
"I have time to devote to course
plished much and has been pro
mot- Identification of infants for
early in- development while simu
ed to assistant professor.
ltaneously
tervention programscouldbeextrememaintaining a strong research pro"I'm excited to work here at
a ly beneficial to the child's heal
th.
gram," she said.
new capacity," Hayes said.
Hayes' experimental backWhile at LlMaine Hayes has
It became clear to Hayes whil
e ground relies on the scientif
ic meth- taught a variety of classes.
studying at Boston College that she
Some of
od as a technique for investigatin
g her classes include her interest
wanted to follow the discipline
of
of behavior in a systematic
way and childhood development
psychology after she took clas
such as
ses ultimately adding to
the .knowl- Physiological Psycho
in sociology and biology.
logy and Psyedge about what it means to
be chology of Childhood.
Her main focus of interest is
human.
developmental psychobiology.
Hayes said she enjoys getting
Her
"The academic climate [at
feedback from the students and takes
recent research emphasis began
at
Maine]is ideal,"Hayes said. "It is
the student's perspective with rethe University of Pennsylva
nia an excellent land grant
university gard to new ideas and con
where she became interested
cepts and
in the
with dedication to public serv
ice relating their experiences to theo
sleep patterns of premature babi
es and research. I especially enj
oy the retical points.
and how it related to the deve
lop- state of the art computing
facilities
ment of the nervous system.
Hayes said she has the best of
and upcoming telecommunications
both worlds, being able to teach
While at UMaine, she has
been capabilities which facilitates
my psychology to her students and
able to advance her research into
also Marie Hayes, assistant professor
the research efforts."
of psychology at the Univer
being able to contribute to basic
study ofsleep during early chil
sity of Maine.(Boyd photo.)
dhood,
The atmosphere for conversation
research in infancy.
Volunteer Writer

0'1

Romanian premier resigns amidst
BUCHAREST, Romania(AP)
miners staged protests for a second
— Premier Petre Roman today
re- day and demanded the resi
gnation
signed following violent dem
on- of President Ion Iliescu as
well.
strations against his tough marketLater, though, Iliescu said the
oriented reforms that have sent pric
- miners had agreed to return to
work.
es skyrocketing. But angry coal
Roman, who emerg-.4.1 as pre-

demonstrations, coal miners protes

mier after the bloody revolution
against C'ommunist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu almost two year ago
,
told Bucharest radio:"I reached the
conclusion that it would
be
better.. to extinguish this violent

x
Yes, that's right. We'll take
either one. We're desperate
for photographers. Whether you're mal
e, female or undecided we
want you.
If you can hold your own
behind the shutter and are
int
erested in
earning some serious coi
nage, we want you. Call 581
-1272 today.

Peer Tutors Needed
The Onward Tutor Program is loo
king for peer tutors in
the 100 & 200 levels of Math
, Physics, Chemistry,
Biochemistry and Computer Sci
ence. Students must be
currently enrolled at UM, have rec
eived an A or B in the
course(s) they wish to tutor, ha
ve a minimum of 2.5
CPA (3.0 preferred), excellent
communication skills,
and a high level of patience. Wo
rk-study eligibility
preferred. Needs are greatest in
MAT 114, 232; PHY
103, 111; COS 211, 215, 220 an
d CHY 251.
If interested, contact
The Onward Tutor Progra
m
Flagstaff Road, Orono ca
mpus
581-2319

t

wave which endangers all our dem
ocratic gains."
He said the government and police had not been able to "function
properly to prevent violence and
defend the state and citizens'rights."

At least three people were killed
and 140 police were reported injured
in rioting that erupted Wednesday
af
ter thousands ofclub-wielding miners
commandeered trains in Central Romania and descended on Bucharest

Be a child for a dayabsorb everything
without judgment.
Complete sound
reinforcement services
for the working band

What's the single most
important aspect of your ban
d? Unless
you play cheesy, Top
-40, bubble
gum pop rock and are
only concerned with how your
hair looks on
stage, you'll have to agr
ee it's the
sound. More important
ly, it's what
you sound like when
you play out.
Face it. That circa 195
5 PA system you bought for 50
bucks just
ain't gonna cut it.
If you sound like a
stale, Saturday-morning beer-fart, no one
will want to listen to
you -- no matter
how long you've
practiced.

Here's what we offer:
• 16 channel PA wit
h all
the fixin's
• State-of-the-art equ
ipment
• Complete stage
monitor
system
• Expert sound mix
ing by
qualified technicia
ns
• Live 4-track
recording
All you do is play,
we do the
rest. Call ustodayfor
information
and prices. Find out
what
your band can really
sound like. If you
don't do it for yourself, do it for your
listeners.

"Big guy service at littl
e guy prices."
2 Elm Street•Old
Town, ME•04468
•827-6838
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•Board of Directors

New faculty rep to BOT says rol
e is growing

By Can Clay
Staff Writer

Take heart all of you dyed
-in-the-wool
Republicans, according to Davi
d Wihry, associate professor of economic
s and faculty
representative to the Universi
ty of Maine
Board of Trustees, the composit
ion of the
BOT is changing.
"Everyone knows that the composit
ion of
the board is a political thing but, the
donkeys
are slowly being replaced by the
elephants,"
said Wihry.
In a brief report Wihry delivered
to the
faculty senate Wednesday, he cited
several

new developments in the BOT that will affec
t
UMaine.
Recently, the faculty representative has
gained more of a voice regarding
current
issues facing UMaine.Wihry said that
there is
still a long way to go though.
"It's still possible to button-hole some
one
in an effort to gain a voice but,it's not an
ideal
situation," said Wihry.
The BOT is going to begin research
and
assessment of the workloads placed on
faculty at UMaine and the efficiency with whic
h
resources are being used.
Wihry said he doesn't anticipate that
the
research into faculty workloads is goin
g to go

away. Instead, it is a topic that will beco
me
more and more important as time goes
by.
"It's time for the university to mak
ea
more visible accounting to the public,"
Wihry
said,citing the pressure in the local economic
environment and the national trends in
the
way education is viewed.
Wihry predicted that the fiscal difficulties
UMaine has been experiencing will prob
ably
persist although he admitted that he
is still
unsure of exactly how to fill his new posit
ion.
"When I say something is a trend it's
really more of an observation,since I have
n't
been around long enough to judge whic
h
things are trends," said Wihry.

•People poll: Do you believe
tha

Due to the fiscal difficulties and national
trends in education, Wihry predicted
a drying-up of new construction projects on
campus. lie said this may mean that exis
ting
buildings will undergo some work.
"I think it's going to he necessary
and
appropriate to refurbish some existing
structures," Wihry said.
Wihry also commented on the appropri
ateness of a resolution which the ROT
passed
allowing a 15 percent increase in the pens
ion
of retirees.
"I think it's only right that this increase be
made because these people depend so heav
ily
on these funds," Wihry said.

t the UM cable system will be workin

Donna Richardson,
senior, CHE

James Macdonald,
senior, history

"I'll believe it when I
see it. DTAV is still
waiting for theirs."

"No. Are you
kidding?"

g by January?
ig imp ame

Jennifer Pease,
sophomore,

Scott Jackson,
senior, MET

Victoria Berry,
1st year, business

"Yes. All they'll have
to do is activate it."

"No.1 heard it was
supposed to be in
place this semester."

"It's hard to tell
because it was
supposed to be ready
this fall."

4conomics

By Joe Sampson

Jeff Leclerc,
!st year,
business admin.
"Yes. I think that it's
possible."

LSAT
GMAT
GP
Test Your Best
(lasses Forming No.\
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
A Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
it purchased prior to October 1, 1991 $325 through 11/4
/91, $495 thereafter

Campus Representative: Athletic Ticket Off
ice
Phone: 866-2518
Hours: 8:30-4:30

Classes starting [lox\

for December and (January cxams!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
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•Gulf War

Kuwaiti students still recovering from GulfW

By Amy Reynolds

ar

"We know that there is no teaching
in several U.S. universities, including Harvard
"We staying in our houses,"says al
Kuwait and there is only one year left
-Khalif
for
most
and the University of Virginia. Edwards says "We hid in our basements whe
ORLANDO,Fla.(CPS)—Anian al
n the air attacks
- Khalaf of us," says Afaf al-Fenaini, a senior studying
Kuwait chose t!CF.for its excellent programs came."
sits quietly at a desk.The traditional
clothes she diagnostic radiology."We will face many difin
health care,its use ofarea hospital facilities,
wears show her Middle Eastern
Al-Khalaf knew many of the war's
heritage — a ficulties in our country. but we want to
help. and connections he and his wife Jo had made tims ad blames the
floor-length, robe-like dress and a
entire country of Iraq Nil
cotton, flo- Anything we do is for our country."
when they served as visiting professors at the Kuwait's destruction.
ral-printed veil draped around her
The students are studying nuclear
head.
medi- University ofKuwait between 1983and 1986.
Just a few feet away,classmate Ama
"It is not just the government," she sa
ni al- cine, nursing, radiological science and health
Most of the students are slowly adjusting "It is the whole country.
Khaddaz sits quietly, too. Her shor
They all participated
info
t, shiny
rmation administration.
to American life and American education.
black hair is not covered, and her
in
this
thin
had
g."
"Thi
s gives them a chance to see a diffe
clothes
r"If you study it won't be too difficult. You
reflect American style — a short-sle
The others agree and say they are ci
eve yel- ent system so they can compare"
Il
can't say this subject is harder here than in cemed that Sad
low top with matching pants.
dam Hussein is still in ixisk es.
American medicine to Kuwait's pract
ice Kuwait or harder in Kuwait then here," says hut the Unit
Al-Khalaf and al-Kaddaz are two
ed States' decision to keep troops
of 23 of socialized medicine,says Dr. Jo Edwards, al-K
haddaz, a senior diagnostic radiology in their country
Kuwaiti students spending this acad
for a prolonged period oftime
emic year associate dean of the college of health
and student.
at the University of Central Florida
makes them feel more secure.
after their public affairs.
One of the students' biggest problem is
studies were disrupted by the Pers
Now the country is fixing the physi
Most of the doctors in Kuwait before
ian Gulf
cal
the "language,some words. Slang is very diffe
War and mass destruction a the Univ
r- damage caused by the war.
ersity of Iraqi invasion were ex-patriates who ofte
n
ent," says al-Fenaini.
Kuwait,which will take about a year
"They are doing well. The Kvaiti
to repair. conducted their own lab work. Most left
people
the
"People talk so fast," adds Sanabel al- have grea
The group is the largest number of
t interest to rebuild," says al-Fenal
Ku- country during the invasion. leaving Kuwait (ial
lam, a senior nuclear medicine student.
waiti students studying in the Unit
ni.
ed States, with a demand for people who could perf
orm
Part of the adjustment to the U.S. has
and they are the only students whose
"It is much quicker than we thought."add',
expenses more difficult health care tasks, accordin
g to involved fielding questions from American
are being paid by the Kuwaiti governme
Ghada al-Mour, a senior studying diag
nt and Roy Edwards,coordinator of UCFs Kuwait
noqic
students about the war and their country.
the University of Kuwait.
radiology.
Project.
"Eve
rybo
dy wonders, 'Were you there
Although diverse in appearance and
Just as their country is moving ahead.
'They chose to send(to the U.S.)stud
adapo
ents during the invasion?"How did you surv
tation to American lifestyle, their
ive?" are these students.'Their exposure
goals are studying in the area where they had the great
to Amen
est al-Fenaini says.
similar — most are seniors who
can culture is as much a part oftheir educ
want to need," says Dr. Belinda McCarthy, dean
ation
of
Five of the six women in a classroom one
graduate, and all are looking to the
here as their classes, Roy Edwards says
UCF
's college of health and public affai
future of
. The
rs.
morning said they were in Kuwait City when
health care in Kuwait.
group has already visited Walt Disney
The Kuwait government chose UCF
World.
from the Iraqi troops moved in.
about IS miles away.

Unofficial Student Senators for 199

Off Campus:
Albert Kassatly
Dave Desmond
Derik Goodine
Jeffrey Morris
Eric Agren
Diane Dostie
Everett Chandler
Julie Ann Mulcahy
Eric Beavis
Scott Murray

Chris Breen
Thomas Corrigan
Jim Tracey
Greg Thompson
Dan Veilleux
Christopher DeBeck
Bill Blackwell
Joey Murray
Mary Alice Johnson
Nathan Hills
Michael Chelidona

1-1992

Walter Foster
On Campus:
Mike Balboni- Knox
Robert L'Heureux- Somerset
Bill Pinkerton- DTAV
Jesse Fields- Oxford
Dragomir Rakev- York
Jennifer Pomerleau- York V ill.
Holly Fletcher- Kennebec
Shawn Magaw- Aroostook
Justina Coolbroth- Hancock

Jemal Murph- Hart
Barbara Homer- Balentine
Don Clark Jr.- Penobscot
Alvin Winslow- Stodder
Jill Harmon- Androscoggin
Kimberly Pelletier- Gannett
Grant Samson- Cumberland
Marie Daniel Cleovonx- B.C.('
Tiburrio Moscoso- B.C.C.
Suleyna Duran- B.C.C.
Sara Vertura- B.C.C.

You try to ignore it, but...
College of Forest Resources

ANNUAL FORESTRY FIEL
D DAY
All are Welcome!!
September 29, 1991 12 noon to
5 p.m.
In the Field Beside Nutting Hall

The Sale
Rolls On!

It's no use. You just can't
avoid us
for another minute. And
why
would you want to? With
the

LOTS 0' F UN

'91 Jamis Exile priced

•

at $414, or the Janus

If a rock-bottom price on
the Jamis
doesn't make your blood boil, how
about ninety bucks hacked off
the price of the '91 CT

VOLLEYBALL

Diablo priced at

•

$550, who could

PLENTY 0'FOOD

resist? You know
you want to, so

flight Bridgestone

come on in for a

M133(only $5799.

test-thrash today.

Your destiny

•

Tachyon? Still
resisting? Try $140
bucks off the top-

BROOMBALL

is calling.
Heed. Ride.

Zak.* -

36A Main Street Orono,
aim•866-3525
Monday & Frrloy 9-5• Toes
* froucil lbws* 9-7 •
Saturday 9.4
Closed Salurdoy, Septantst• 28th
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CollegeBriefs
Woman advertises self on
hot air balloon to get job
WALNUT CREEK, Calif.(CPS) —
College graduates appealing forjobs with
resumes should take note. What you really might need is a lot of hot air.
Anita O'Hearn, a 31-year-old music
teacher who wants a new career,recently
bypassed Traditional Job-Seeking Strategies 101 for Creative Self-Selling —
she's advertising herself on a hot-air balloon.
0'Hearn presented a black-and-white
photo of herself on one side and her
telephone number with the sign "Anita
Job" on the other.
She floated her personal appeal over
an interstate in Oakland last week. But for
now, no job offers have wafted her way.

Brazilian bats in clock
tower at Auburn U.
AUBURN,Ala.(CPS)— Sounds like
the perfect setting for an Alfred Hitchcock film on a campus: The Auburn University clock tower in century-old Samford Hall is populated by hundreds of
bats.
On Sept. 13, the Auburn Trustees
voted to spend to spend $639,000 to repair the roof on Samford Hall and get rid
of the bats. The problem is that university
officials want to avoid hurting any of the
creatures because they are an endangered
species — Tadarida brasiliensis, or Brazilian free-tailed bats.
"We're not going to be killing any
bats,that's for sure,"says Auburn spokesman Bob Lowry. "We're trying to relocate them."
A university zoology professor, Troy
Best, is helping with that effort.
No one knows for sure how long the
winged creatures have been living in Samford Hall, but Best sayNiey have been
known to get into downstAirs office areas
and their droppings have left a less-thanpleasant odor in the attic.

•College violence

Violent parties leave students hurt, wounded
By Amy Reynolds

(CPS) — In one weekend, gunshot
wounds, citations, riots, broken bones and
arrests were reported on campuses after parties got out of hand.
In Michigan, where student violence was
perhaps the worst, law enforcement agencies
reported two near-riots,one student shooting,
four police officers injured and a plethora of
arrests for assault, inciting a not, underage
drinking and disorderly conduct in three separate incidents.
At about 12:30 a.m. Sept. 15 on the Eastern Michigan University campus,police broke
up a Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity dance.
"About 350 people couldn't get into the
dance as a number of fights broke out," said
university spokeswoman Kathleem Tiruiey.'The
police closed the dance early because of it."
Because of the early closing — the dance
was scheduled until 2a.m. — several students
and town residents scuffled with police, resulting in eight arrests and four officer injures.
"Subsequently, a guy and three women
were walking home from the dance and they
got into a fight," Tinney said.
That fight,the cause of which is unknown,
landed an 18-year-old freshman from Detroit
in the hospital with a gunshot wound to the

It seems like
every time I
wake up,
I've been
sleeping.

ing on special efforts to prevent problems like
those that occurred in Michigan.
"Our arrests were mostly minor,"said Sgt.
Brian Seastone of the University of Arizona
police."We had a lot of officers out to ensure
that parties weren't causing problems."
Two weekends before, University of Arizona police issued 46 alcohol-related citations. Seastone said the department was increasing patrols because it was the fraternities' bid week.
At the University of Wisconsin at Madison, police issued about 85 citations for underage drinking as supplying alcohol to minors. Two people at show house parties were
held and faced fines of almost $18,000 for
multiple offenses.
"We're putting an emphasis on parties in
the city that are creating continued problems"
with fighting and drinking, said Lt. Richard
Rinehart of the Madison Police Department.
MPD is working with university police to put
an end to the parties that occur just offcampus in the city limits.
Finally, in Baton Rouge, La., three Louisiana State University football players are
facing charges after allegedly breaking the
jaw of a man who accidentally backed into
one of the players' truck. Police say the three
also beat up a friend of the victim.

Mo

1untain Bike Specialist

Yes, that's right, we specialize in mountain bikes. But that's not
all you'll find at Pat's. We carry a large selection of RollerBlades, figure
and hockey skates as well as any part or accessory you
could ever need. We're also your authorized dealer of Raleigh, Giant
and Bridgestone bikes. Don't go just anywhere for your wheels. Go to
the specialist.

PAT'S BIKE SHOP
The Area's Finest Year-round Bike Shop

373 Wilson St.•Brewer, ME•989-2900
Mastercard and Visa gladly accepted

Fraternity brothers
charge pizzas, videos to
complaining neighbor
AUSTIN,Texas(CPS)—John Houston never thought a couple of noise complaints against a fraternity would earn
him dozens of pizzas, video subscriptions and book and health club memberships that he didn't want.
The fraternity down the street never
thought that Houston would report them
for placing the fake orders for goods and
services in his name.
On Sept. II, members of Tau Kappa
Epsilon pleaded no contest to a forgery
charge and were fined $10,000 for the
fraudulent orders.
The fraternity members sent the orders to Houston's residence after he repeatedly called the police to handle noise
complaints against them.
"Apparently the police issued the fraternity president a citation and the members misinterpreted it as an arrest," said
John Lastovica, assistant Travis County
attorney."They then decided to plan various forms of retaliation."

abdomen. He is in fair condition,Tinney said,
and no arrest have been made even though the
freshman, whose name was not released, said
he knew his attackers.
Several hours earlier and 10 miles away in
Ann Arbor, home of the Ilniversity of Michigan, police arrested seven people for assault,
malicious destruction of police property and
inciting a riot after police fired tear gas into a
crowd to break tip a party there.
In Jackson, Miss., at about 9:30 p.m. on
Sept.15, running back James Johnson, 21, a
junior, was walking with his girlfriend past
the Jackson State University cafeteria when a
group of men shot him in the stomach.
"The information we havefrom[Johnson]
is that some individuals walking by him made
comments that he was the reason that they lost
some money on the football game. They had
apparently bet against Jackson State," said
Hinds County Det. Steve Bailey.
On Sept. 14, Johnson scored two touchdowns and rushed 110 yards in 20carries in a
victory over Tennessee State.
"Johnson continued walking past the group
and said he saw them get into a car. Apparently they fired at him from the car," Bailey said.
Police in Wisconsin and Arizona made a
number of arrests the same weekend and law
enforcement officials there say they are work-

Thursday
October 3, 1991
3:00 p.m.
FFA Room
Student Union

Have you thought about going to
graduate school? Looking forward to a
career in public affairs, university
teaching,or the diplomatic corps?
Thinking about study abroad or a life in
scientific research? The campus
community is invited to hear about the
opportunities available for graduate and
undergraduate fellowships and
scholarships—Fulbright Fellowships,
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon
Fellowships in the Humanities,and Phi
Kappa Phi Fellowships, among others.
First- and second-year students are
especially encouraged to attend. Now is
the time to plan ahead. Some one has to
win these. It might as well be you.

Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the College of Arts &Humanities
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•Death

Goodbye,Dr. Seuss: children's book author dies

By Brigitte Greenberg
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NationalNews
•Health

AIDS panel warns
against complacency,
lack ofleadership
By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (Al') — The National
Commission on AIDS warned today that a
growing indifference to the AIDS epidemic
and continued lack of national leadership is
making a bad situation worse.
In its first comprehensive report. the 2year-old commission listed more than two
dozen recommendations, topped by development of a national AIDS plan to identify
priorities and resources needed to fight the
disease and health care coverage for all
Americans.
"Our nation's leaders have not done well,"
the report said. "In the past decade, the
White House has rarely broken its silence on
the topic of AIDS. Congress has shown
leadership in developing critical legislation,
hut has often failed to provide adequate
funding for AIDS programs.
"Articulate leadership guiding Americans toward a proper response to AIDS has
been notably absent," the report said.
The commission's primary recommendation was that universal health care coverage be provided for all people living in the
United States. However, the panel said that
was a long-term goal and that more immediate steps need to be taken.
These steps should build on existing programs, such as Medicaid and Medicare and
the Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency Act, which provides
money for areas hard-hit by the epidemic,
the panel said.
The commission, whose members were
appointed by Congress and the White House
to advise national leaders on AIDS policy,
often has been critical of the federal efforts
to address the crisis.
In previous,shorter reports it has warned
against complacency in the face of AIDS
and has urged President Bush and Congress
to ensure that the needs of people with the
AIDS-causing human immunodeficiency
virus, or HIV, are met.
The message in this report is essentially
the same. "It's to say: Mr. President, get out
there in a leadership position and indicate
that we have a steadily mounting crisis on
our hands and that we need to roll up our
sleeves and hit it directly," said Dr. David E.
Rogers, vice chairman of the commission.
The role of the commission and the
purpose of the report, Rogers said, is to
keep the AIDS issue "on the front burner
and see ifwe could coax more concern from
leaders at the federal level, and at the state
and local levels."
AIDS — Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome — has been diagnosed in more
than 186,000 people in the United States
since June 1981 when the disease was first
discovered. Of these, more than 118,000
have died.
More than 1 million Americans are believed to have been exposed to lily,and are
at risk for developing AIDS.The Centers for
Disease Control estimates that only 12 percent of people with HIV know they are
carrying the virus.

• AIDS commission warns against indifference
• Unemployed may receive additional benefits

•Federal legislature

Unemployment benefits bill moving
By Alan Fram
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Millions of
Americans whose unemployment benefits have
been-exhausted are a step closer to receiving up
to 20 more weeks of payments,but a threatened
veto by President Bush stands in the way.
The unemployment benefits showdown
loomed after the Senate on Tuesday approved,
69-30,a $6.1 billion bill creating the extra compensation. It would pmvideextra payments to the
300,000 people who exhaust the standard 26
weeks ofjobless benefits every month.
The vote followed by a week overwhelm-

ing !louse approval of a similar measure. To
begin clearing away differences between the
two bills,the House will debate the legislation
again, possibly today.
Top Democrats said a House-Senate compromise could be shipped to Bush by next
week. And as they did when the president killed
a similar bill in August, they contrasted his
opposition to this measure to his advocacy of
aid to Bangladesh,Turkey and other countries.
'The list reads like a travelers' guide to the
Third World," said Sen. James Sasser, DTenn.'This administration can liquidate the
debts for Malawi but can't help the unemployed in Maine."

Bush hasjustified his veto threat by insisting the recession is nearly over, that it has not
been as bad as other recent downturns,and that
the bill would add red ink to the budget deficit.
Tbe Democratic legislation would be financed
with additional federal borrowing—which
Republicans said would hurt all Americans
because the economy would he weakened.
"If the president vetoes it, we'll make our
best effort at that time," said Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine.
Republicans insisted they would have
enough votes to sustain a Bush veto. The president has vetoed 22 bills in his presidency, and
all of Congress' override attempts have failed.
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Macintosh
Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple* Macintosh* computers
with some ofthe most popular Apple printers. Buy one ofthese combinations,and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh Classic

This offer ts available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
And discover the power of Macintosh. The power to be your bestf
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Visit the Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall or call 581-2519
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EditorialPage
•Telecommunications

Courtesy at UMaine
Since last spring, students,
faculty and staff have bee
n
trying to cope with the instal
lation of the new telecomm
un
ications system.
First the roads were dug up
to install the pipes through
which the wires would be str
ung and then they were fil
led
back in. Through all of thi
s our vehicles and shoes we
re
coated in mud and dust from
trying to navigate the campus
The final inconvenience in
this process is the installation
of the new wiring systems
in each building on campus
. As
many buildings as possible
were wired this summer for
minimum inconvenience to
everyone. Lord Hall wasn't
one
of those buildings.
Each department has been try
ing to do theirjobs around
workmen drilling and hamm
ering and phones that wo
rk
unpredictably. .
We'd like to take the time
to thank the telecommunications technicians who have
been working in the baseme
nt of
Lord for making a difficult sit
uation as bearable as possible
During this process these me
n have been as helpful as
possible, even going so far
as to do favors for us that
no
regular department on camp
us would take the time to
do.
Even more importantly, the
y have been polite.
Other departments on camp
us could take a lesson from
these men who have gone out
of their way to be considerate
of students and the work we'
re trying to do here.(CJC)
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•Rape Awareness week
SO H.OLAJ CoN\PRtHrK\&qt. IS
A. frE I-MT L41/4\JEs NAE_ NO
MOW- TO 20Y GIER?

Letter was futile and callous
To the editor:
In Friday'sedition of The Maine
Campus, Bill Rietchel presents a
callous and futile criticism of Rape
Awareness week.
His argument is fueled by what
he calls the "obnoxious" propaganda and "brainwashing" he sees
in the ads and posters for Rape
Awareness Week. He refers to
Rape Awareness Week as "Let's
hash a man week." Doing this is
his way of labelling and minimizing the event as a feminist tirade.
Rietchel needs to know that Rape

education is not a form of male Awareness Week
presents us with
bashing. It is a means of educating can eventually
reduce the dangers
the public of the persistent dangers which
people like Rietchel refuse
women face, to offer support for to acknowledge.
victims of rape, and hopefully corIt is a common instinct to turn
rect some misconceptions people our heads when
we are forced to
have about sexual behavior.
think about things which make us
Rietchel places the burden of uncomfortable. To refer to Rape
safety on women: "Be smart and Awareness Week as "Let's bash
a
be careful, but be realistic, too." man week", however, not only
Have we been something else? scapegoats rape victims as the asKeen and thoughtful advice, but sailants, it also makes a mockery of
being smart, careful and realistic tragic situations which occur here
is an illusory comfort because at the university and worldwide.
women are raped every day. Perhaps the information which Rape.
Wendy Emerson

•Rape awareness week

•Parking

•Rape Awareness Week

What's the answer? Many miss the point
To the editor:
Bill Rietschel raised some interesting points in his letter, but he
could have raised a few more. Why
is it a woman who reads Playgirl
isn't considered a man-basher, but
a man who reads Playboy is accused of hating women?
And how come an article in the
September, 1983 issue of Psychology Today is probably the only
document in- Fogler Library to take
a detailed look at men who'ye been
raped by Women?
On the other hand, I don't be-

lieve we should have a lot of had
blood between the sexes,so I would
like to end this letter on a positive
note by pointing out one issue not
covered by last week's ubiquitous
fliers.
While there is no questioning
the assertion that"No means NO!"
WHAT THE HELL IS THE
GUY SUPPOSED TO DO IF HE
AND HIS DATE ARE SOBER
AND SHE SAYS "YES"!?
Michael J. Gallagher
York Hall

•Column response

Bigotry is ignorance
To the editor:
What is your problem!? Do you
think you are such an ideal role
model that you would impose your
values on other people? Give me a
break! Variety makes the world go
round. Verbally attacking a group
of people because they don't dress,
act, think or spend their free time
as you choose to, is shallow, misguided and narrow-minded.
Bigotry, in its many forms, is

born from such ignorance and prejudice. Our world is overflowing
with bigotry. We don't need one
more category arising from petty
gripes (i.e. the Union steps not
clear enough for you to walk up or
a man enjoying a beautiful day by
taking off his shoes.)
Let them alone. P.S. I'm also a
really nice person. Ask anyone.
Laurie McLellan
York Village

To the editor:
I would like to respond to
Bill Rietschel's letter about
"Male Bashing Week."It scares
me that so many people share
his view that "Rape Awareness
Week" is "Male Bashing
Week." Bill, along with many
others, is missing the point.
"Rape Awareness Week" is
meant to inform women,as well
as men, how prevalent rape is
on our college campuses.
Women need to know how to
avoid, and if necessary fight
rape.
Men who don't rape need to
learn how they can prevent it,
and men who do rape need to
know that it is wrong. Rape
does need to be addressed with
a sledgehammer, Bill.
Not one of this week's programs describes men as sexcrazed, lust-driven or any of the

other so called premises Bill listed. In fact,these programs stress
that rape is not a sexual issue, but
a violent one committed by some
men.
Concerning your advice to
women about being realistic, I
hope they don't listen. You said:
"Odds are that the who asked
you out this weekend is pretty
nice." One in four women will
be raped in her lifetime.
A rape occurs every six minutes in the United States. Odds
may be that the guy who asked
you out is a nice guy, but with
statistics like these who should
be willing to take that chance.
I'm not saying women shouldn't
date, but it is important that they
know how to avoid hazardous
situations.
Unfortunately, Bill,that is not
paranoia, it is reality.
Kelly Chellis

Editorial policy
Letters to the editor ofthe Maine Campus should be
no longer than 250 words.Letters should include a name,
address and phone number.The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all submissionsfor length,taste and libel.

•Column response

Journalists often pick out stereotypes
To the editor:
Don't you hate these irresponsible journalists who pick on a
particular stereotype just because
they feel a prejudice or even left
out? Melissa Adams expressed her
prejudice Wednesday by picking
on people who choose not to cut
their hair.
What she really hates is not
being able to go into the Union

s•N

without seeing a few people sitting outside, enjoying the outdoors, instead of using the chairs
that the University paid too much
for.
People kick their shoes off and
relax on the mall all the time,
especially during the summer
when most of the students aren't
around.
You may not believe this Melissa, but I've even seen foreign

students do this. If we placed a
stereotype around Ms. Adams, we
could go on for paragraphs about
her clothes, habits and where she
comes from. I understand maybe
she has a gripe about sitting on the
steps of the Union, but to accuse a
particular group of this and then
continue slamming that group is
irresponsible journalism.
It is very obvious that people
from every walk of life hang out in

front of the Union, Ms. Adams'
article just proves that she is prejudice against groups of which she
is not a member.
My request of The Campus is
to ask Ms. Adams to resign her
position with the paper until she
can learn more of the ethics involved with journalism.
Robb Fox
University Grounds Dept.

Only charge
students that
use service
To the editor:
One of the many unpleasant
surprises that came with the start
of the fall semester was the 250
percent increase in parking permit
fees.
"Why", I asked myself and
many others,"does the University
need so much money to do a job
they used to do for a lot less? ...(It
was only last semester that it took
less than half as much money to
run the system)"
Well, you see, the University
wants students to be forced to pay
for their own brand of AAA (a
national auto club).
pay $56 each year to AAAMaine for emergency road service that covers me and my husband's vehicles any time of day
and just about anywhere in the
country.
Now, it has been decided that
we, my husband and I, must subsidize this coverage forother students.
The University's program is
no deal: it costs only half as much
per person as the auto club, but
doesn't offer even 10 percent of
the coverage.
I am sure the University's ears
are plugged on this issue, as they
were on the recreation fee issue a
few years back.
I objected to working my butt
off to pay fees, etc., to subsidize
activities for whkh I had no time.
Now I'm objecting to paying for
something for which I've already
paid.
The students who want/need
this "service" should get the bill.
That's the way things are done in
the real world.. something for
which the University is supposed
to be preparing students.
Victoria L. Hansen
Bangor
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
have a deeply ingrained desire for moderation
in both your emotional and financial affairs.
And despite what some people might think,
you can be surprisingly cautious in romantic
matters and business dealings. In this, you're
old fashioned,in that you want to know exactly
what you're getting before you take the plunge!
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Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

ARIES(March 20— April 19): The initial
stage of a romantic relationship may be the
hottest, but don't send out the wedding
invitations quite yet!Give this time to develop.
Business relationships also prosper.
TAURUS(April 20— May 20):The element
of risk is very high in romantic relationships
which get a start today.This is particularly true
of long distance relationships.
GEMINI(May 21 — June 20) : Make no
assumptions about what friends and co-workers know or understand about your actions.
There will be much resentment unless you
take the time to explain your latest move!
CANCER(June 21 — July 22):The influence
ofVenusit lranus bringsa desire to spend money
like it's going outofstyle.You won'tlike it when
the bills start arriving, but it's hard to resist
buying something you really want!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Your love life
may have more ups and downs than a yo-yo,
but at least you won't be bored! The anger of
a friend is just an attempt to cover their
embarrassment. Don't overreact.
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VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept.22): Telling ALL
about past love affairs is absolutely guara
nteed to create huge problems in a curre
nt
relationship! There is something to be said
for
maintaining an air of mystery.
LIBRA (Sept 23 — Oct 23) : A very
social
mood takes over when Venus aspects Uranu
s. A
people-person by nature,you'llenjoy thecompa
ny of lots offriends this evening. Avoid
solitude.
SCORPIO(Oct 23— Nov. 21) : You
may
someday look back on a love affair which
begins
now as a learning experience;and this
isthe kind
ofschooling you could do without! A
flirtatious
charmer does not share your feelings.

9-26

SHOE

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec.
21) .
Someone you are introduced to today
could
become an interesting addition to
your social
circle. A group decision is neede
d, two or
three heads really are better than
one.

by Jeff MacNelly
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CAPRICORN (dec. 22— Jan. 19):
Married
Capricorns and their mates can finall
y connect
on an issue which has been a
cause ofdivision.
have faith in your ability to work
things out
AQUARIUS(Jan.20— Feb. 18):
A surprising piece of information may
force your assumptions about a co-worker.
Obviously they
can't handle the pressure. The
question is,
what can be done about it?
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March
19) : partying
spirit remains in firm comm
and of your chart
this evening! A relaxing night
out on the town
isjust what the doctor order
ed to relieve stress!
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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Saturday, September 28, 1991
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Youi
curious, personable sign loves to explore new
territory and meet new people! You enjoy
having lots of company around to share your
thoughts with. When it comes to health and
vitality, your love of rich and sweet foods can
be your undoing. An exercise routine is diffi
cult for you to maintain, but very necessary!
ARILS(March 20 — April 19): The influ
ence of your stars acts as a balancing,stabilizing force in your life today. Coming to grips
with the limitations of your time and schedule
now will make next month much smoother'
TA URUS(April 20—May 20):All a friend s
wacky ideas need is for you to fine tune them
and they'll be a profitable for both of you!
Outline specific steps which need to be taken.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): The key to
influencing others is to discover what they
value and appeal to that. Your calm,balanced
approach is building trust, but it takes time.

Ali
jatt

VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22) : You are
suddenly free to act on your ideas and propel
yourselfforward!The telephone is a powerful
ally when looking for the right information or
personal connection.
LIBRA(Sept. 23 —Oct.23):The process of
self discovery is of great interest as Mercury
approaches Uranus. An objective companion
can provide the feedback you need.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 — Nov.21): A complex
problem facing you or yourfamily requires an
experienced advisor. Seeking expert legal or
financial advice is recommended before any
final decisions are made.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21) :
Make a determined effort to tie up loose ends
today. Neglecting small details could undo
weeks of work. Forget the forest: concentrate
on not running into a tree!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19) : Attempts to improve financial organization now
will bear profitable fruit in the weeks ahead!
Lay the groundwork for success.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20— Feb. 18): Getting
friends and associates to see things your way
won't be easy, but the rewards are well worth
the effort! Mercury and Saturn are a persua
sive combination.
PISCES(Feb. 19— March 19): The planetary combination influencing your chart will
contribute to the growth and intimacy of
relationships of all kinds, especially romantic' Love brings a sense of accomplishment.
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CANCER (June 21 — July 22): The path of
Mercury and Saturn helps you settle a family
dispute with a minimum of resentment. Include children in family discussions,they love
being part of the decision making process.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Although your
solution to a family situation makes perfect
sense,others may not see it that way initially.
Try emphasizing common interests if your
appeal to logic doesn't convince them.

Bill Watterson
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New York Times Daily Crossword
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 bEtween the hours or 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

NUN

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The
first
minute is FREE. You must be 1801 older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.

•
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•Credit cards

New England politicians criticize Bush's handli ofcred
it cr
ng

isis

By Amy Reynolds

companies and Credit Card News, a trade
"We figure students travel a great deal so
"Students,as they come out ofschool, will
CPS
magazine. Figures from June 1990 show that
this is a way ofgiving them a benefit based on bemaking more money," Knepper
said. "If
about40 percent of all students own a specialtheir lifestyle," Wasserman said.
The student loan check arrives, but the
(com
pani
influ
can
es)
ence
them
now,
they
ized credit card such as department store and
Most ofthe credit and charge corporations will most likely have a customer for life.
money always seems to run out before book
"
s gas cards.
offer students the same card benefits that
are bought and fees paid.
Coll
estim
Trac
ege
stude
k
ates
a
nt's
mont
hThe 68 percent figure shows a seven perother members receive,such as purchase pro- ly average bill at $94. Knep
No problem. Charge them.
per says students
cent increase since 1988, and College Track
tection,extended warranties and insurance on have the same approxim
An outfit that's perfect for a weekend
ate default rate on
vice president Jim Knepper says that increase
rental cars.
date is on sale, but it's still just of out
credit cards as other adults.
the "is almost exclusively because of the (mar
In addition,Chase, American Express and
spending range.
Still, some worry about the temptation
keting) push" by creditors.
others also send student cardholders quarterly first-time cardholder
Charge it.
s face. Many students
Although seven percent may not sound like
magazines and other publications that give offer testimon
The car breaksdown.It needs a new gizmo.
y to back-up those concerns.
a lot, that figure represents an increase of 1.3
them credit and money management tips.
Charge it.
The Ohio State Daily Lantem quoted semillion people,according toCreditCard News
.
"In school you're learning to budget a lot nior Mary Ann Warg
In the college world of the 1990s,students
o as saying: "I used (a
Some of the most common cards held by
of things — time, expenses and credit — for credi card
are equipped with more than mom's chocot
) for my tuition, and then my car
students are Discover, Visa, Mastercard and
the first time, We think(American Express)is brok
late chip cookies and clean sheets when they
e down and I had to use another card.
American Express.
a good first card because it's a pay-as-you-go Next
arrive on campus. Most have discovered that
I started buying clothes, and now my
"What we did about a year ago was start a
system," Wasserman said.
they shouldn't leave home without a majo
credit is up to the limit." Wargo owes about
r nationwide direct-mailing campaign and
a
American Express charges cardholders an $1,500.
credit card.
'Take One' display campaign for students,"
annual fee($55)to have the card and members
"We've found that students go on to be
University of Maine student Tony Sierra
said Amy Sudol, spokeswoman for Chas
e avoid interest by paying their entire balance
some of our best customers," said
at
woun
d up owning $2,400 on his Visa and
Gail Was- Manhattan Bank, one of the largest stude
nt the end of each month. Visa, Discover
serman, American Express public affai
and Discover cards.
rs Visa and Mastercard creditors natio
nwide."It Mastercard sometimes charge a
manager."They perform no differently than
smaller fee,
"I told myself I'd be rational with the
was an excellent move for Chase to expa
nd but they always offer cardholders the optio
our other chargeholders."
n
of
cards
, but then you start to think of it as a
into the student market.
paying off their balance at their own pace at
College Track Inc., a New York research
laya
a
way.
You get what you want and pay for
"We made credit available when people
varied monthly interest rate. The rate is curfirm that specializes in the college financial
later
it
,"
Sierr
a told The New York Times.
need it the most."
rently estimated at about 18 to 20 percent.
market, estimates that about 68 percent of
Sierra and Wargo are not alone.
Chase isn't the only one. American ExStudents "have been very responsible usundergraduates possess a general credit card,
Paul Ebert, president of the Consumer
press has enticed students for a coup
le of ers of credit," Sudol says.
according to March 191 figures.
Credi
t Counseling Services of Central Ohio,
years now with a bonus for card membersh
ips
Not only have students proved to be a says
An estimated 4 million students are cardalthough the number ofstudents in credit
— airplane ticket vouchers that give stude
nts stable short-term credit risk while in
holders,according to estimates by banks,card
school, trouble isn't unusually high,some do encounsignificantly discounted airfare rates.
students also tend to pay off in the long run.
ter difficulties.

•CIA

Senate committee
By Jim Drinkard
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— Confirmation
hearings for Robert Gates,President Bush
's
nominee to head the CIA, have built
substantial evidence that Gates knew abou
t the
Iran-Contra connection, but senators
appear
eager to let bygones be bygones.
On Tuesday, the Senate Intelligen
ce
Committee spent its fifth day of hear
ings
detailing contradictions between what
Gates
swears he knew about the Iran-Cont
ra arms
and money scandal, and the sworn recol
lections of two senior CIA officials.
But Sen. David Boren,D-Okla.,told
one
of the witnesses,analyst Charles Alle
n, that
his testimony "leaves us with some
mysteries I'm not sure we can ever resolve."
And apparently presupposing a favo
rable committee vote of Gates' nomi
na-

more on Iran-Contra, but still may confir
m Gates

tion, Boren and Sen. John Chafee, R-R.
I., States had shown satellite photos
of stratediscussed whether a final confirma
tion gic sites sources say the data
was given to
vote in the full Senate could take
place aid Iraqi bombing runs on
Iranian military
after Congress returns from a Colu
mbus and economic targets
Day recess.
The committee already has compiled
a
The panel scheduled a closed-door
ses- list of at least eight instances
between Ausion Thursday to hear from a parade
of CIA gust 1986 and the time IranContra became
analysts about whether Gates is guilt
y of public on Nov. 25, 1986, when
Gates alleg"cooking the books"— slanting intel
ligence edly was given information
about the diassessments to support the policies of
poli- version o funds from the
sale of U.S.
ticians above him.
weapons to Iran to Nicaragua's
Contra
Boren said senators also would deal
in rebels.
that session with sensitive questions
of inIn each case, Gates has testified
either
telligence the United States shared with
Iraq that he cannot remember the
conversation,
in the mid-1980s during its war with
Iran, that the information did not seem
well foundand would hear a report on conversation
s the ed, or that he took appropriat
ion action.
CIA intercepted between Democratic
memBut he had steadfastly denied
that he
bers of Congress and the leftist form
er gov- knew about the Iran-Con
tra connection beernment of Nicaragua.
fore Allen reported it to him on Oct.
1,or that
Richard Kerr, acting director of the
spy he ever knew about the invo
lvement of the
agency, testified Tuesday that the
United White House and National
Security Council

Absolute i Soccer

A

n incredible little store packed wi
th
everything for SOCCER PLAYERS,
FANS and OFFICIALS.

Runners and Crosstrainers,
we have Sporthill clothing.

New fall hours: Tuesday - Friday
Saturday

12 pm -8 pm
10 am -3 pm

If these hours are not convenient,
call for an appointment at 827-8201
22 North Main St.
Old rIbwn

aide Oliver North.
On Tuesday, Allen described the Oct. I
meeting when he detailed to Gates his
rationale for suspecting the diversion offunds.
He said Gates was not only "stunned that
the White House would commingle
two
activities in such a way," but also
commented that while he admired North,
"this
goes too far."
Gates has told the panel in sworn testimony that Allen "never mentioned to
me or
speculated that anyone in the U.S.
government, including the CIA, NSC or
White
House" was involved in the diver
sion.
Later Richard Kerr,the agency's curre
nt
acting director, recounted to the
senators a
conversation he says he had in Augu
st with
Gates about the diversion. He,
too, told
Gates of North's involvement, and
Gates
responded that he had been hear
ing "rumors" about what Kerr was relat
ing.

4.C..Lc /undoy river
College Season Pass &
Student Discount Cards!!

Plus, receive a complimentary

mninE

day ticket valued at $39!!!

1991/92 Season Pass
$295
Full Time Students Only ($3

25 if purchased after 10/14
/91)

Student Discount Card
$45
For more information ,you

r school's Sunday River

College Representatives are:

Michael Coletti 827-7541
Jon Huhn 866-0260
Stewart Hoober 866-4034
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•Guest Lecture Series

Densmore recalls joy and pain ofThe Doors
By Jeannie Pernice

Volunteer Writer
John Densmore, drummer for
the popular '60's band. The l)oors,
spoke to University of Maine students and members of the public at
the Maine Center for the Arts
Wednesday night.
As part of MCA's Guest Lecture Series Densmore read and performed excerptsfrom his book,Riders on the Slorm.a compilation of
memories from his days with The
Doors. Some old l)oors footage
was shown as well.
The crowd cheered and applauded when Densmore took the stage to
which he responded,'This is not a
concert, this is a college lecture."
Actually the speech was more
like a theatrical, performance in
which Densmore took on the roles

ofevery member ofThe Doors:
Jim
Morrison, Ray Manzarek,and Robby Krieger, as well as many other
people from Densmore's life.
Densmore talked about his own
story of how he couldn't figure out
what to study in school.
"I majored in apathy and changing majors," Densmore said.
He also told the story of The
Doors, explaining their relationship with their audience while playing his small drum kit and reading
excerpts from his book, which Rolling Stone called 'The first Doors
biography that feels like it was written for the right reasons."
Densmore recalled his favorite feeling from his days of performing with the hand. Sometimes when the band played some
of their songs, like "The End," the
audience didn't know whether to

be still or appplaud."I liked that,"
Densmore said.
Although some of his time with
The Doors was painful for him he
would do it again.
"For all the pain Jim caused me
on the road and in the recording
studio, it was worth it for that hour
of magic when we were playing our
music," Densmore said.
With the Oliver Stone movie of
The Doors and other books about
their career, Densmore says he is
really happy that he has 300 pages
out there of the way he saw it.
"Movies are big collaborative
things and I have total control over
my book, so that feels great,"
Densmore said.
As for anymore Doors music,
Densmore hopes to one day play
some instrumental music with Manzarek and Krieger.

Chances of recovering lost or stolen bikes increased
port a stolen bike but can't give serial
numbers or the model number,which
can be,important in helping police
identifY a bike. And many don't report stolen bikes at all.
The department recovers many
abandoned bikes throughoutthe year,
but few are returned to their owners.
"We've got over 30 bikes in
storage and we don't know who
they belong to," • Sergeant Mike

Zubik said.
"Last year we gave over SO unclaimed bikes away to the Kiwanis
Club for their auction."
A possible solution to help recover a stolen bike, "takes 60 seconds," Faerber said.
The department offers free bike
registration for anyone on campus. An
owner fills out a card which describes
the hike and has its serial ntunber. A

/R
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1
HolyTerror

First in a
explore the concept of
characters in an aiterne.
reality
%.•
0
0
IngPired I.'
aCtialrfleC

Gast.

411-CM VA*
Brennert • Breyfogle
Available at:

'Arx•

Nostalgia Ink

Comics, Car*, Etc.
849 Stillwater Avenue • Bangor, Maine 04401
947-5802
"Maine's Largest Store"

"The musical syncluonicity there
was really tight after six years and I
hope someday we do some more,
but not with a singer," he said.
Densmore misses Jim Morrison

with registration

sticker is put on the hikes so if it is
recovered itcan inform a police officer
that there is a record on it
The department also offers free
property registration for any other
valuables.
"I can't stress registration
enough," Ember said,"it's instrumental in identifying a bike."
According to Zubik, four tenspeed bikes were recovered by

When sanctuary is no longer safe ...

,frv,

John Densmore, former drummer of The Doors, shows
off
some of his skills to the crowd at MCA.(Boyd photo
.)

Maine police last weekend, and
only one of them was registered.
"That bike was registered two
days prior,and he hadn't reported it.
So we called him up and that guy got
his back," Zubik said.
Another bike owner came to the
station toclai m his unregistered bike,
but the others are in storage, he said.
Serial numbers can help spread
the information about a lost bike,

and writing Riderson the Storm was
his way ofreleasing those emotions.
"I'm pretty happy," Densmore
said."I'm feeling pretty good. I'm
gonna write some more, too."
from page 1
according to Zubik. If a bike is just
reported stolen, the report of the
bike is put on a computer network
for the greater Bangor area. But
with a serial number, the information about the bike can be put on a
state-wide network.
And when a bike is worth over
$500 it can be put on the network of
the National Crime Information
Center as well.

DOGS
BEER
MONEY
SHIRTS
SALE
UNION
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WorldNews

• Yeltsin taking two week break to rest heart
• Former Nazi officer dies of leukemia at age 77

•Soviet Union

Yeltsin

two weeks offto recover from heart ailment

MOSCOW, USSR (AP) — Boris Yelt- wide-ranging decrees he issued during and
The acting chairman of the Russian leg- York Federal Reserve Bank,Gerald Corrigsin will take up to two weeks off from work since the attempted take-over.
islature, Russian Khasbulatov,told lawmak- an, to discuss financial and banking reto "rest" beginning today. Soviet media reSoviet television said Yeltsin would ers Yeltsin was not seriously ill.
forms, the Tass news agency said.
ported,days after the Russian leader missed "travel for a rest" today, but it didn't
reveal
Aids and officials close to Yeltsin also
Yeltsin apparently had not taken a break
two days in Parliament because of heart his destination.
dismissed suggestions that the presided( since the failed coup, when he led a standoff
ailment.
The independent Interfax news agency suffers from any serious illness, and attrib- with Soviet tanks at Russian's
parliament
There was no official word from the 60- quoted Yeltsin's spokesman, Pavel
Vosh- uted Yeltsin's sudden sickness to his stren- building in Moscow.
year-old Yeltsin, who has emerged as the chanov, as indicating "the leave
could last uous work schedule.
During and after the coup,Yeltsin issued
country's most popular politician after lead- for a couple of weeks."
On Friday, Yeltsin traveled to the Cau- a series of sweeping decrees asserting his
ing opposition to the failed Aug. 18-21 coup
Officials have said an unspecified heart casus Mguntains to mediate a cease-fire in authority over many aspects of the
central
by Communist hard-liners.
ailment forced Yeltsin to miss a session of the disputed area of Nagorno-Karabakh, Soviet government and
bypassing legislaBut rumors circulated that the Russian the Supreme Soviet legislature last Thursclaimed by both Armenia and Azerbaijan.
tive review.
federation leader was either fatigued, or day and Friday, where he was
supposed to
He returned to Moscow Tuesday, and
Many officials later questioned their lesimply leaving to escape criticism about deliver a speech.
later met the visiting president of the New gality.

•Nazis

Nazi war criminal Klaus Barbie,The Butcher ofLyon,dead at 77

LYON,France(AP)— Klaus Barbie, the hunter Beate Klarsfeld, who traced Barbie
to in 1943 arrested Jean Moulin. the greatest
Nazi war criminal known as the Butcher of South American in 1972,preparing
the ground- hero of the French Resistance.
Lyon w hoeluded authorities forfour decades, work for his arrest, forcible return
to France
Barbie also was charged with ordering the
has died. He was 77.
and war crime trial.
April 1944 arrest of44 Jewish children living
The former Gestapo chief died WednesBarbie was convicted of crimes against in an orphanage in Izieu, a village
east of
day night in the panel wing of the Jules- humanity in 1987 and sentenced
to life im- Lyon.'The children taken in that Gestapo raid
Courmont hospital, where he had been admit- prisonment.
were deported to the German concentration
ted Sept. 6 with terminal leukemia. Rhone
Nikolaus Barbie Jr. was born Oct. 25, camp at Auschwitz and killed.
regional authorities reported.
1913in Bad Godesberg,Germany,near Bonn.
Commander of the Gestapo in Lyon be"He was lucky to reach a ripe old age... A dedicated Nazi since his
youth, Barbie tween 1942 and 1944,Barbie was convicted of
His victims died horrible deaths," said Nazi acquired infamy as the
Gestapo officer who war crimes and sentenced to death in absentia
by French military tribunals in 1952 and 1954.
He was accused of ordering or participating in
the murder of4,000 people and the deportation
of about 8,01)0 Resistance members and Jews

VETERANS itt
VETERANS'
DEPENDENTS

After the war. Barbie was listed by the
Allies as a war criminal. .:tespite this, however. he was hired in April 1947 as an intelligence informant by the U.S. Army Counterintelligence Corps.
In March 1951,Barbie was given the alias
of Klaus Altmann. With the aid of a U.S.
intelligence section that protected sources
deemed helpful for the anti-Communist struggle, he was smuggled to South America.
accompanied by his wife and his two children. Ute Maria and Klaus Georg.
Histrue identity wasrevealed when the Klarsfelds tracked him down in Lima,Peru, where he
had temporarily shifted his base of activities.

V.A. regulations require that you verify

enrollment status.
Accordingly, the following times and
places have been arranged for your
convenience.

SEPTEMBER 3010 OCTOBER 4
ORONO CAMPUS
Monday through Friday, 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

BANGOR CAMPUS
Monday through Friday,
8:00 am to 4:30 pm, Bookstore

I.

Women's Ice Hockey Team
.X.
Practice Starting the Week of September 30th
9:20 pm - 10:20 pm at Sockalexis
EXPERIENCE WELCOME

For more info call Zoe at 866-7124
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The Campus
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• The "experts" make their football picks

Colon to play vs stingy Cats defense

Walk-on kicker James Glenn
. 19.
collapsed and died Wednesday,
before
an Aggies practice.
Glenn had not attempted a field goal
or an extra-point thus far this season
but
had kicked off three times.
The cause of death was not known
at press time.

Nolan Ryan defeated the Seattle Mariners Wednesday for his 314 career win.
The win tied him for 13th on the all-t
ime
wins list with Gaylord Perry.
Ryan recorded eight strikeouts in the
win, giving him 5,495 in his over-powering career, first on the all-time list.

• UMaine Athletic notes

•UMaine football

TEXAS A&M TRAGEDY:

TURNING UP THE HEAT

• Emilio Colon will play vs UNH

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

(three sacks), Dwayne Saab(20 tackles,
3.5 tying a school record.
sacks), Doug Ruggles (3.5 sacks) and Chris
Junior tailback Barry Bourassa has been
McGrath (31 tackles), the Wildcats enter the
There's good news and there's had
running wild,following an offensive line that
news. contest allowingjust under 23points per game. averages 6-feet-4 inches tall
The good news is University of
and 269 pounds
Maine(0- That's also good news for
UMai
ne, but of per man! Bourassa is averaging
3, 0-2 Yankee Conference) starti
nearly 80ng quarter- course, there is more bad
news.
back Emilio Colon is a go for the
yards per contest.
Black Bears
The
'Cats have been scoring at a 30-point
YC game with the 2-1(1-0in YC)
Oh yes, to add on to the Black Bears
Wildcats of per game clip,including
a 48-28 demolishing worries, Wildcat kicke
New Hampshire this weekend.
r Lance Hjelte is 1-ofof Hofstra last Saturday.
The bad news is Coach Kirk Ferentz
1 on field goal attempt and 11-of-12 on extrathinks
Wide receiver John Perry was tri-Offent
points.
s only weakness is its punting game
, sive Player of the Week in the YC
last week.
and they don't punt all that often!
Whew! No wonder the 'Cats don't punt
Perry hauled in nine passes from quart
erback
Led by defensive monsters Geoff
Aleva Matt Griffin, for 205 yards
and three ID's,
Sec WILDCATS on page 18

BROWNS JOHNSON OUT:
Cleveland Browns linebacker Mike
Johnson will be out for two months
following an injury in last weeks loss to
the New York Giants 13-10.
Johnson is the leading tackler in
each of the last four seasons for the
Browns.
PENGUINS MATCH B's OFFER
The Pittsburgh Penguins will match the
Boston Bruins'5-year,$5.375 million offer
to left wing Kevin Stevens, but apparently
still are considering trading their top playoff goal scorer.
Pittsburgh general manager Craig
Patrick issued a statement confirming
that the Penguins would match the offer
and retain Stevens.
The Penguins would have received
five first-round draft choices and
$100,000 in compensation from the
Bruins.
PATRIOTS COOK HONORED
Tight end Mary Cook of the New
England Patriots was named AFC Offensive Player of the Week.
Cook had a 13-yard touchdown catch
and also had three receptions in the winning-touchdown drive in the Patriots 2420 win over Houston.
Other winners for the week were:
Deion Sanders of Atlanta,Enuniu Smith
of the Cowboys and Cornelius Bennett
of the Bills.
NHL TALKS BREAK DOWN:
The NI-IL Players' Association ended the latest round of talks with the
league on a new collective bargaining
agreement a day early.
Bob Goodenow and the rest of the
player's negotiating team walked away
from the meeting and said little
progress had been made to find a deal
to replace the old one that expired
Sept. 15. No date has been set to resume talks.

The UMaine defense will have to be at its best when
the Black Bears travel to Durham, NH for
a matchup with Yankee
Conference rival University of New Hampshir
e Wildcats.(Boyd photo.)

•Professional golf

US tries to regain Ryder Cup vs Europe

By Bob Green
AP Golf Writer

KIAWAH ISLAND,S.C.(AP)- A slightly more subdued, possibly jet-lagged, European team got its first look at the course on
which beginning Friday it will defend the
Ryder Cup.
"Not a seaside course as we know it,"
said Scotland's Sam Torrance,adding that it
offers no particular advantage to either team.
"It's quite long, very strong on the finishing
holes."
The 12-man European team, which has a
six-year hold on the Ryder Cup since its
upset win in 1985, practiced Tuesday after
arriving the day before.
"Three days should be enough," Bernhard Langer of Germany said.
"If anything, the jet lag will be a bigger
problem and we should all be over that in
time for the tournament."

"Why think about a course until its time
to play it?" asked Jose Maria Olazabal of
Spain."We've done pretty well the last few
years."
After the United States had gone through
a 28-year period with only one loss, the
Europeans won in 1985 and'87 and retained
the cup with tie in '89 at The Belfry in the
English midlands.
Before leaving London, Nick Faldo of
England said "the disappointing thing is that
even though we've won the last three, the
Americans still won't recognize we're No.
1. Perhaps if we can hit them again, they
might accept the truth."
"There is no acrimony, no hard feelings. At the end of the day it's a celebrations of the game," said David Feherty of
Northern Ireland.
"It is not a war. It is a competition between two continents; a test to see who has
the better players," said Seve Ballesteros of

Spain.
"I think we've all played it enough that
we're comfortable with it," said American
captain Dave Stockton."I think you have to
know it, get familiar with it."
Added Chip Beck: "If you're playing
good, it will reward you. If you're playing
bad, you're in a lot of trouble."
The European team is led by Ballesteros,
Olazabal,Langer,Faldo and Masters champion Ian Woosnam of Wales.
New captain Bernard Gallacher of Scotland has five newcomers in Englishmen
Steve Richardson, David Gilford and Paul
Broadhurst, Cohn Montgomerie of Scotland and Feherty.
Stockton's team is composed of Ray
Floyd,Lanny Wadkins and Hale Irwin,along
with Paul Azinger,Corey Pavin,Payne Stewart, Fred Couples, Mark O'Meara, Wayne
Levi, Mark Calcavecchia, Steve Pate and
Beck.

A
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•NFL football

UMaine Notes

Lack ofsize never stopped Mills
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer

After the Saints methodically took apart
his Rams a week ago,John Robinson walked
up to Sam Mills, shook his hand and said:
"You're a hell of a player."
Someone suggested it might be recruiting, if
only Jim Finks and the Saints' management
were dumb enough to leave the mini-linebacker unprotected under Plan B after the
season.
They won't.
"I know there are a lot of great inside
linebackers in the NFL," New Orleans Coach
Jim Mora said Sunday after Mills had 11
tackles, an interception, and forced a fumble
as the Saints shut out Minnesota 26-0.
"For my money,there are none as good as
Sam Mills."
Notthis season,anyway.Mills,who could
probably get elected defensive player of the
quarter-season, has been the glue to the defense that's gotten the Saints off to a 4-0 start,
the best in their 25-year history.
Even though he's 32, he's playing almost
every down for the first time in his6-year NFL
career, has his first two NFL interceptions and,
most importantly, is making the big plays - a
shorter, by just as effective version of Chica-

go's perennial All-Pm Mike Singletary.
only mean during the season. 1 mean from
In a 17-10 win over KansasCity,he stopped
January to July. The guy never stops keeping
Christian Okoye, who outweighs him by
40 in shape."
pounds, on third-and-inches at the New OrHe's also an example.
leans 3; on Sunday, he did the same again
st
"Some of us are gifted with size and
Herschel Walker on a fourth down to put
ability," said Pat Swilling,the Lawrence Tayaway the Minnesota game.
lor-like outside linebacker who has three sacks
And this from the ultimate computer rein the first four games."With Sam, he's like
ject - a guy whose college (Montclair State
) the leader. You look at a little guy like that and
and height (listed at 5-foot-9 but closer
to 5- you say 'if he can be as good as he is, what
foot-7) left him undrafted when he came out
should I be?"
of school in 1981; got him cut twice
by
In fact, Mills' size helps.
Cleveland and by Toronto in the Canadian
A blocky 225 pounds, he is able to burrow
League. It was about time, he thought, to
do underneath6-foot-6linemen and through gaps
what he'd expected all along - become a high
to stop running backs behind the line ofscrimschool teacher and coach.
mage.
Then came the USFL, the Philadelphia
If he's sometimesoverpowered,his quickStars and a new coach - Jim Mora under
ness helps him more often and it's getting
whom Mills established himself as an Allharder to exploit his lack of height against the
USFL linebacker starting in 1983. He signed
pass. His first career interception came from
with New Orleans when the USFL folded
perfect positioning against KansasCity's Steve
after the 1985 season and Mora became the
DeBerg as the Chiefs were driving for what
Saints' head coach.
might have been a tying touchdown.
• "At least one man had faith in me," said
"Guys like me, we overpower people or
Mills, who went to the Pro Bowl in 1987 and
use our ability to get around them," said
1988 and was the team's leading tackler
in Swilling."A guy like Sam,it's all instinct - he
1988 and 1989.
has a knack for being around the ball."
That faith has returned.
And experience?
"Sam Mills," says Mora,"is the hardest
"I guess you can say I've been around a
working player I've ever been around. I don't
while," Mills laughs.

UNH Wildcats
from page 17
too often.
no answer to the UNH question.
Now, I know you're saying UMaine
'They're notone dimensional they spread
doesn't have much of a chance but before
the ball around to different people and make
Colon was injured versus UMass last weekyou work," Ferentz said.
end, he was moving the team.
'They're definitely a very solid football
Colon's 206-yards passing was the highteam.On defense they put the pressure on the
est total since Mike Buck's 313 yard against
passer but do give up some yards. Their only
Boston University on November 4, 1989.
weakness is their punting game and they don't
While Tailback Paul Capriotti has provided
a punt very often."
spark for the running game, averaging just
The game has an interesting sidenote. The
under 75-yards a game. The team as a whole
teams are playing for possession of a covet
ed
is averaging just 109 yards on the ground.
18th century Musket given each year to the
According to Ferentz, there appears to be
winnerofthe UMaine-U NH game.The Black

Bears have won four of the last six meetings
versus the 'Cats and stand at 37-35-8 all-time.
definitely is a rivalry between the two
team,we're playingforthe musketand everyone
knows and respects the reputation of the
New
Hampshire football team," Fereraz said.
Black Bear notes:
• Larry Jones is questionable for Satur
days game. Jones injured his knee in the 10-3
loss to(Mass last week.
•UMaine last won versus UNH in 1989
as
Buck led the Black Bears to a 24-7 victory
in
Durham.

Trust The Maine Campus Sports pages.

Don't be tempted by
our classifieds.
Our classified section is certainly a barga
in tor students
and staff with a brief, identifiable mess
age and a
sneakerstring budget, but therein lies the
rub!
This good deal for you isn't exactly a good
deal for us.
You see, we really want to raise the rates
on our
classifieds, so that people won't shy away
from our
bigger, costlier, full-blown alternative
(this).
But we're stuck with a buck per line.
That's the going rate for our classifieds.
Do you
realize how much can he squeezed into one
line2

(Check out this issue's classified secti
on and see for
yourself.)
And to make sure we shortchange
ourselves even molt,
there's one last special price you shou
ld know about. If
your message requires three lines, and
you run it in
three, consecutive editions, your total
bill will ring up to a
whopping 3 bucks!
So now do you see why there are two
ways to look at
our classified section? While it must
look good from
where you sit, it looks mighty evil
from our angle

The Maine Campus Classifieds

0

UMaine men's and
women's Cross Country

They're so good,they're evil.

Call 581-1273for more details.

September 21. 1991
At Burlington, Vermont
MEN
Distance: 5.0 miles
Team Scores: Vermont 21, UMalne 34
Top Ten FinishersI. Knut Nystad
UVM
24:35
2. Trond Nystad
UVM
24:51
3. Jamie LaChance
UMO
25:01
4. Tim Watson
UVM
25:21
5. Andy Spaulding
UMO
25:37
6. Keith Matiskella
UVM
25:49
7. Jay Henderson
UMO
25:51
8. Eric Krawin
UVM
25:56
9. San Tynan
UMO
26:03
10. A. Anderson
UMO
26:08
WOMEN
Distance: 3.1 miles
Team Scores: Vermont 24, UMaine 31
Top Ten Finishers1. Gabriella van Rhyn UVM
18:49
2. Kellie Dutra
UVM
19:03
3. Michelle Grenke
UVM
19:04
4. Charla Harrie
UMO
19:35
5. Karen Fields
UMO
19:42
6. Morgan Eash
UMO
49:45
7. Kerry Brothers
UMO
19:49
8. Patrice Coan
UVM
19:52
9. Karen Salsbury
UMO
19:55
10. Jennifer Allard
UVM
20:02

Clark leads Bear Golfers
Although itdoesn'tlook like golfweather, the University of Maine golf team continues its fall schedule of matches.
The Black Bears, under the leadership of first-year Coach Joe Clark, will
travel to Concord N.H. to play in the 18team Wildcat Invitational.
Last weekend, UMaine split into two
squads to play in the Husson Invitational
and the Duke Nelson Invitational in Middlebury Vt. The White team won the
Husson Invitational by 23 shots, and the
Blue squad finished second behind the
University of New Hampshire.
Junior Tom DelRosso led the way for
the Black Bear White squad, shooting
a
second round four-over-par 76. Tom
Hansen, Jerry Scott and Dave Sible
y
were also on the championship squad.
In Middlebury,Bourke O'Brien shot
78, while teammates Brian Lawton and
Todd Dufresne added 79s for a firstround total of316.Sophomore Jeff Wass
led the UMaine squad with a 76
on the
second day, while O'Brien and Lawton
added 78's, and Josh Chase shot 79.
O'Brien's two-day total of 155 was
good enough for fifth place overall.

UM field hockey 4-1
Suzanne Plcsman racked up six goals
and two assists as the University of
Maine
field hockey team defeated Lowell 5-1
and
C.W. Post 4-0 last weekend.
Junior forward Lesa Densmore aided
Plesman, scoring the game winne
r with
12:03in the first halfofthe win over Lowel
l.
Kristin Perrotti added another for
the
Black Bears who are now 4-1 on the seaso
n.
On Saturday, Plesman continued
her
assault, recording her second hat-trick
in
two days.
Senior forward Laurie Walls provided Coach Terry Kix with an insur
ance
goal with 23:56 leftin the second.The
goal
was assisted by first-year mid-fielder
Tammy Barrows.
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•Heisman trophy

Detmer, Klinger feel the

By Jim Litke
AP Sports Writer

•Sports

heat Recent sp
orts transactions

recognized that going into
this situation. And
I knew that we would
have a young team and
we weren't going to be
The most desired piece of
playing as good as
sculpture in everybody
thought we would."
college football, the one he
paid for with
"But I don't think people
blood and sweat and tears,the one
should look at
that brought this," he
added,"as an example."
so much satisfaction but so man
y more expecDavid Klingler is beginnin
tations, is gathering dust in his
g to wonder
parents' house. whether
there is any other way to look
Rightabout now,Ty Detmerisn't
at it.
sure which. Granted, the
record-setting quarterback from
"But I'm sure," Brigham
Young's se- Houston
is looking on from a very
nior quarterback said Tuesda
specific
y,"that it's in vantage
point; he was expected to prov
good hands."
ide
most of the competition
Chances are, though, that when
for
Den
ier
in
this
this night- season's Hei
sman race.
mare ofa season ends,Detmer is
going to want
And like Detmer,he suffered
to wrap his own hands around
a spectacular
the Heisman crash whe
n high-fiying Houston was humiliat
Trophy he won last year - if only
to remind ed in back-toback losses to Miami and Illinois.
himself that there was a time, how
ever brief it On top
of that, Klingler has never been
might seem in retrospect, when he
a
was consid- darling of
the Heisman voters because ofNousered the best collegiate player in
the land.
ton's merciless ransacking of wea
Right now,Detmer has many
k opponents.
more critics But he still
raises some very good points.
than passing yards. He and BYU
are 0-3,and
'The way they conduct the who
despite the fact that the losses
le (Heishave come man)thing is
ridiculous. If it was something
against very respectable oppo
nents - UCLA, people
thought about, then voted on. At
Florida State and Penn State - his
the
chances of end of the seas
on, it would be one thing.
winning the Heisman a second
time are only Instead," he
said, "it's like, like..."
slightly better than the Cougar's
chances of
A demolition derby?
winning the national championship
.
"Yeah," Klingler continued. "It bec
In light ofthat,someone asked him
omes
wheth- a weekly contest whe
re you tear down some
er, like 1989 Heisman Winner Roc
ket Ismail guys, build up
some others, and then team
and a few others who proceeded
Detmer to the them down the
week after that. There's too
dais of the Downtown Athletic Club
in recent much emphasis on
the Heisman. By the time
years, he might not have been
better off to you get around
to awarding it, it seems like it
defect to the pro ranks after hisjuni
or year. At goes to the guy who
does the worst the least.
least that way,the suggestion went
,there was
"Think about it. Ty Detmer is the sam
no room of his pricetag for markdo
e,or
wns.
an improved version of the guy who
won it
"There are a lot of things you can
learn last year. he was a great play
er, he is a great
from an experience like this," Detmer
said."I player, and the fact that
he lost a few games
knew a lot was going to be expected
of me. I makes him no less a grea
t player."

ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
in Residents On Campus
(ROC)
Positions Available are:
V.P. of Financial Affairs
Programming Chair
National Communication Chair(NCC)
Adverng Chair
Refrigerator Chair

For more information and
applications:
Contact ROC office at 581-1760
or stop by the office at 3rd floor

BASEBALL
Dallas Cowboys - Placed God
frey
American League
Myles, linebacker, on injured rese
rve. AcCalifornia Angels - Recalled Chris
Cron, tivated tight end Rob Awai
t: Ricky Blake,
infielder, from Edmonton of the
Pacific running back, and Dix
on Edwards, lineCoast League. Purchased the cont
ract of backer, from injured rese
rves.
Kevin Flora,infielder,from Midlan
d ofthe
Detroit Lions - Signed Anthony Bell
Texas League.
,
linebacker.
Toronto Blue Jays - Signed first roun
d
Green BayPackers- Atlivated I oirisChee
draft pick Shawn Green, outfielder.
k,
offensive lineman,from injured rese
rve.
National League
Indianapolis Colts - Waived Fran
k GiFlorida Marlins - Narned Gary Hug
hes annetti, nose tackle. Re-signe
d Cornell
director of scouting and special assi
stant to Holloway, defensive back
. Assigned Mike
the general manager.
Titley, tight end, to the practice squa
d.
BASKETBALL
New England Patriots - Waived Ron
Atlanta Hawks - Signed second-r
ound Heard, wide receiver, from
the practice
choice Rodney Monroe, guard
to a two- squad. Placed Tim Gor
don
safe
,
ty, on the
year contract.
practice squad.
Milwaukee Bucks - Signed Stev
e Hen- HOCKEY
son, guard to a 1-year contract.
Montreal Canadiens - Returned Vladimir
FOOTBALL
Vujtek, left wing, to Tri-Cities of the
WHL.
Buffalo Bills - Signed Chris Oldham
,
Nerw York Islanders - Assigned Way
ne
cornerback. Placed J.D. Williams
, corner- Doucet, Rich 1Cromm,
Brent Grieve, Jeff
back, on injured reserve.
Jablonski, Graham Stanley, Travis
Green,
Chicago Bears - Placed Ron Cox, line
- lain Fraser, Phil Huber, Paul Ruth
erford,
backer, and Trace Armstrong, defe
nsive Rob V anderydt,dean Ewen,
Seasn LeBrun,
end, on injured reserve. Activated
Shaun Graeme Townshend.Derek
Laxdal and Lee
Gayle,safety,and Ron Morris,wide
receiv- Giffin, forwards; Rick Hay
ward, Dennis
er,from injured reserves.
Vaske,Jim Culhane,Joni Lehto,Chri
s PryCleveland Browns - Placed Mike John
- or, Kevin Cheveldayoff. Brad Turn
er and
son, linebacker, on injured reserve. Wai
ved Larry Melnyk. defensemen;
and Danny
tight end Darry Ingram.Signed Cedric
Fig,a- Lorenz and Jamie McLennan,
goal
tenders.
ro,linebacker and Mike Elkins,quarterb
ack. to Capital District of the AHL
.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

VATICAN GAME
Countless years ago
Upon an emerald island
of green
An alter of timeless sacrif
ice
Whose light could not be
seen
Poison to be ingested, yet
survived
Vindication at the last
The Curia comes dressed
in red
Fear is the future lost to
the past

Dedicated to my grandfather
eulogy from Harvey Firestone
, one
Joseph Chester Kime(Kime and
of W.E.'s Florida neighbors. and
an
Bonebrake. J.C. & E.K.,
account of how the chauffeur
photographers, Akron.) He bou
ght found W.E. dead in the
back of his
his wife Margaret "Peg" C. Martin
car.(The overall headline in the
(a high school classmate of Joh
n
Beacon Journal(a Knight Ridder
S. Knight of Knight Ridder) a
paper) that day was. "Railroad
s
Willys Knight(whose namesake
Speed Up Building." pertainin
g
to
W.J. Willy died with Joseph
a Si billion program. Nelson. who
Patrick Kennedy. Jr. in 1944.(Jo
e
had sold tools from the trunk of
his
Jr.'s sister Kick's husband
car prior to founding Wright Too
l.
William. Marquess of Hartmgton
.
died Easter Sunday, 1972. He
was
also died that year.(Kick died in
followed later that year by his
wife
'48.))) He died of alcoholism in
Inez Marie Wind.(Bill was visiting
1944 (2/2) leaving 3 children:
us when the call that she had die
d
Joseph. Janet and William (of
unexpectedly came.(She'd
DePere. WI and salesman for
suffered a pulmonary edema.
))
Employers Insurance of Wausau
And, to Miss Helen Kime. a
(decd.'86.))
tough little old lady who live
d
Also. to W.E. Wright(son of
defiantly alone up until her dea
th
Christina Eichenberger) who
in late 1983 at about age 90. She
helped his brother C. Nelson
never opened gifts and would
not
(whose only child Richard B. was
tolerate a phone. Her body was
born 10/16/28)found Wright Too
l
found in her Civil War era sho
tgun
& Forge Co. in 1927 before his
shack.
death on 11/18/29. His obituary
in
Please see my ads in the 7/26/9
1
the Akron Beacon Journal, a ver
y
NY Times (p.A13). Portland Pre
ss
interesting piece. appeared on
Herald (p. 6): 9/6/91 Cleveland
page 1 under the headlines,
Plain Dealer (Friday, p. 18.) Alw
ays
' Announce Wright Services Are
to
remember Alice Cooper's "Bil
lion
be Held at Home. Rev. Stephen
E.
Dollar Babies" and watch out for
Keeler May Come from Chicago
to
spiders!
Officiate at Rites: Name C of C
Committee." and included a
Richard Bruce Wright, II
b. Aug. 31, 1960. c. 9 am. Akron
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Sporsic?0' Shorts
Sanders to pull double duty for Braves an
d Falcon

s

By Tom Saladino

The Maine Campus"expert"

day."We decided if Deion wanted to do it, as
AP Sports Writer
he said he did,we'd give him the opportunity."
Manager Bobby Cox said Sanders, who
ATLANTA (AP) - Only a few athletes
stole nine bases in 12 attempts for the Braves
have played two sports in the same seaso
n. earlier in the season, will be used "mostly
as
Deion Sanders could do it in two days.
Villanova vs. UConn
a pinch runner, but knowing Deion it doesn't
Bears vs. Bills
Sanders, a full-time cornerback with the
Clay
UCon
n 30-20 - Baer UConn 24-10
Clay Bears 30-26 - Baer Bears 24-17
take him long to get anything back."
Atlanta Falcons, is doing double duty as an
Reagan Viii 29-21 - Hopley Viii 31-21
Reagan Bills 18-13 - Hopley Bills 35-21
Schuerholz said he notified Falcons presoutfielder, trying to help the Braves catch the
Pinkham Viii 30-21
ident Taylor Smith of the move.
Pinkham Bills 17-13
Los Angeles Dodgers in the NL West.
UMaine vs. UNH
Patriots vs. Cardinals
"I didn't want to strain our relationship
The Braves added Sanders to their roster
Clay UNH 30-7 - Baer UNH 17-7
with the Falcons. We just wanted a playe
Clay
Pats
20-16 - Baer Cards 14-3
r
on Tuesday and he was in uniform for their
Reagan UNH 21-10 Hopley UMaine 17-14 Reag
who could run fast," said Schuerholz
an
Card
s 28-14 - Hopley Pats 21-3
, who
game with the Cincinnati Reds,but the weathPinlrnam UNH 24-10
added that Smith "didn't object" when
Pink
ham Pats 21-17
he
er didn't cooperate. The rainout postponed
Richmond vs. VMI
called.
49'ers vs. Raiders
Sanders' return until today, when the Reds
Clay Rich. 26-20 - Baer VMI 13-10
Clay SF 32-14 - Baer Raiders 17-14
Sanders reported several days late when
and Braves play a doubleheader beginning
Reagan Rich 18-10- Hopley Rich 21-13
at he left the Braves on July 31 and was
Reagan Raiders 31-2,8 - Hopley SF 24-17
fined
4:05 p.m. EDT.
Pinkham VM114-10
$25,000."I don't expect to be," Sanders said
Pinkham SF 24-14
That sets up a problem. The Falcons
UMass vs. Boston Univ.
of the possibility of a fine. "I'm not doin
g
end practice about 3:15, and it's roughly
Clay BU 30-24 - Baer BU 10-7
a anything wrong. I'll be at pract
ice, at the
45-minute drive to Atlanta Fulton-Count
Reag
an UMass 12-9 -Hopley UMass 17-13 The "expe
y meetings and the game. What I do on my
rts" are The Maine Campus
own
Stadium from the training facility in SuPinkham UMass 21-10
time is my business."
Editor - Can Clay
wanee, Ga.
URI vs. Towson St.
Photo Editor - John Baer
Aside from his speed. how much Sanders
"I'm going to put my baseball uniform on
Clay URI 26-14 - Baer URI 17-6
can help is open to question. He hit just .193
City Editor - Mike Reagan
under my football uniform and put my glov
Reagan URI 20-11 - Hopley URI 17-10
e in 49 games with Atlanta this seaso
Sport Editor - Tim Hopley
n, with
on my steering wheel and get there as quic
Pinkham URI 24-7
k as four homers and 13 RBIs.
Asst. Sports Editor - Jeff Pinkham
I can," Sanders said.
Sanders career somewhat parallels that of
Sanders will play both sports for the duraBo Jackson, who became the most successful
tion ofthe pennant race. The Braves trail firsttwo-sport athlete of his generation with
the Red Sox split pair with Baltimore Orioles; still trail Jay
place Los Angeles by two games.
s
Kansas City Royals and the Los Angeles
The Boston Red Sox split an important
Sanders' return was triggered by Braves
In the nightcap, Greg Harris walked
Raiders.
doubleheader with the Baltimore Oriol
general manager John Schuerholz,who tried in
es Dwight Evans with the bases loaded
But Jackson never played two sports in 36
to lose
Thur
sday, winning the opener 2-1 before
vain to acquire a speed.ster after Otis Nixon,the
the game for the BoSox.
hours. Sanders plans to dojust that this week
falli
ng
in
the night-cap 6-5.
major-league leader with 72 stolen bases, was
Cal Ripken had tied the game in the ninth
end, playing defensive back for the Falcons
in
Roger Clemens got the Sox off on the
suspended on Sept. 16 for a drug violation.
with an RBI single, setting up Evans' walk
Atlanta on Sunday afternoon,then heading
to right foot in game one. Clemens
"I talked with some other clubs trying to
(18-8) Ripken also hornered in the game
the airport that night to be in Cincinnati
.
on pitched a complete game, striking
acquire a speed guy," Schuerholz said Tues
out
10
- Monday for the Braves.
Todd Frohwirth picked up the win for
while walking no one.
the Orioles.

college/pro football picks

•

v

fir .

WI

jobs
Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call
1-405-321-3064.
Earn extra money. Looking for peop
le
to market an all natural, skin, hair, and
nutrition product. Call 942-4441.

ItAISI $500...$1000...$1500

FOOL

P
R
O
O
F
IF a•im E.
RA S\
1 G
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

111150WTRY NO 1NYISTAIENT'SQUIRED!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

for sale
Gibson Epiphone G-310w electric
with soft case 4-sale $200 or best. Call
Jason after 5 at 1-862-6665.

•
class! ieds

I

apartments

Gall 581-1273
for your classified ad.

personals

Roomate Needed - Dryden Terrace,
own room, duplex, hardwood floors,
heat included. Call 866-3425 Rick.

Dr. Koop, are there any health risks
associated with prolonged nasal-anal
contact? M.L.

1 bedroom modern, furnished apt.
Walk to UM. Quiet, professional
setting. $450/mo. plus util. 945-5810
.

MooWe can make it work.
Love, Dew

Orono,1 bedroom,quiet, references
,
security deposit, $350/month + utilities. Call 866-5518.

fun
TGIF at Geddy's. Happy hour 4-7.
Music by "The Maple Brothers". Musi
c
Saturday by"The Kind". Beat the clock
,
no cover until 7:00.

entertainment
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare prices! Call Today 947-4220
Found singing + dancing for students
Birthdays... Male/Fern Dancers strip
for fun. Sing-A-Grammes 945-6355
.
10%off sale(including Ben + Jerry's ice
cream)P P'Nuts Food Corp thru 9/27
in basement Chadbourne Hall.

misc.

RENANN INFINAATIM
Largest Ubrary at intormation in U.S.
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUIJECTS
Order Catatog Today wet Visa / MC or COO
0O
4ROT 4
(INIINil

800-351-0222

O. rush $2 00 to Research Inkormation
11322 Idaho Ave /206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
College Students Unite!loin Cam
pus
Connection's national college pen
pal
club. Call 209/571-7990 for info.
WICCA - on campus priestess gath
ering circle. Fellow seekers write PO
Box
294 Orono.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
Economics tutor available. Call
lane
at 581-1866 or 866-5580.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main
St. 2nd
a off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.

And suppose that you lived in
that forest in France,
where the average young
person just hasn't a chance
to escape from the perilous
pants-eating plants!
But your pants are safe! You're
a fortunate guy.
And you ought to be shouting,
"How lucky am l!"
-Theodor Seuss Geisel

